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ABSTRACT

The general purpose of this study was to develop and evaluate
individualized instructional media (HM) which was used to teach
draping on the dress form at the community college level.

The material

was taught to a pilot class (1977) using traditional methods, during
which tine evaluation measures and practice designs were developed
and refined.

Video tape cassettes with an accompanying student manual

were chosen and developed as the media most suitable for IIM for this
particular student level and the type of motor skill involved.

The

material was divided into ten units and for each unit the students
viewed a lecture-demonstration on the video screen, applied the infor
mation by working practice problems and then completed a selfevaluation measure.

The IIM was evaluated with a pre-posttest (1978).

Results of the study showed that:
1.

Students scored significantly better on the posttest than

on the pretest which indicated that learning had taken place.
2.

Scores on the posttest of the study group were as high as

scores earned by students in the pilot study.
3.

Analysis of a course evaluation measure showed that stu

dents 1 attitudes toward the IIM were more positive than were students'
attitudes in the pilot study toward traditional methods.

vii

CHAPTER 1

IMROIXJCriON

The purpose of this study was to develop a system of
Individualized Instructional Media (IIM) in order to teach the skill of
dress design and patternmaking by the method of draping fabric on the
dress form and to evaluate the effectiveness of the IIM by use of a
pre-posttest.
Specifically a system of IIM was needed to teach draping as a
part of a course in fashion design on the community college level.
Several problems existed that made teaching in the traditional manner
difficult.

First of ally only two textbooks were on the market dealing

with design and patternmaking by the draping method.
satisfactory as a textbook for the course.

Neither book was

The first book described

only a few of the draping problems a student needed to master in order
to have a sufficient understanding of the method.
in clear step-by-step instructions.

It was also lacking

The second book was a fine refer

ence, but involved a more detailed method than was desireable for a
community college course.
The second major problem with the traditional method of teach
ing for this course of instruction was the diversified backgrounds,
experiences and abilities of the students.

The community college is

geared to meet the educational needs of a wide variety of students for
a wide variety of reasons and this class was no exception.
1
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students could finish practice problems in only 30 minutes whereas
others required three hours to do the same work.

A teacher can only

completely satisfy the needs of a few students in this situation.

If a

student didn't have the tine to complete the practice problem, during the
class laboratoryy it was easy for him or her to forget part of the
procedure and require a review the following class period.

This took a

toll of the teacher's time and left little tine to give help on a
one-to-one basis.

Another problem frequently encountered was that a

student had to be absent from class for some reason.

This usually

resulted in a repeat performance of every demonstration the following
class period, which took preparation tine and actual materials, since
muslin must be marked and cut during each demonstration.

Long periods

of absence due to illness on the part of the student, almost of
necessity meant the student received an incomplete for the course.

The

only way to finish an incomplete was to attend the class the following
semester or year to view the demonstrations»
The development of IIM solved these problems, in that the student
was able to view the demonstrations at any time needed, therefore work
ing at his or her own pace.

It also meant he or she could review demon

strations, make up missed assignments and finish incompletes.

In this

type of a class Setting, the teacher was free to give individual atten
tion to each student, helping with particular problems as they arise
and offering extra information to the advanced student.
According to a review of audiotutorial instruction by Kathleen
Fisher and Brian Macwhinney (1976) and a review of individualized
instruction and clothing design by Naomi Reich (1975),

self-instructional material has proven to be an effective mode of
teaching in other areas of clothing construction and patternmaking«,
Students have demonstrated success and positive attitudes toward film
and self-instructional manuals in the paste
Either film or video tape can display movanent which is
necessary in a draping demonstration.

One advantage of video tape over

film is that it allows one to use a magnified image which is especially
helpful in demonstrations such as these which use pins and needles and
some careful marking and cutting. . Preparation of video tapes is also
less tine consuming than filmmaking because the tapes can be played
back immediately for editing and refining.

Either film or video demon

strations can be updated as needed and perfected to a greater degree
than teacher danonstrations„

CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

During the past ten years great emphasis has been placed upon
individualized instruction in the field of education„

Technology has

developed machines which work with incredible speed and accuracy.
Information in terms of both pictures and sound can be stored on plastic
of various forms to be recalled whenever necessary.

With such excellent

tools at hand, educators have risen to the occasion to devise new and
effective ways to use them for instructional purposes.
The scientific study of new methods of learning has made it
necessary to examine the process of learning itself and then to set up
guidelines for developing materials which will aid the student’s learn
ing.

Learning is an individual process.

It is done by the student.

The goal of any educational program is to contribute to
student growth by bringing about positive change in the student
— in his attitudes, his ways of thinking, his knowledge, and
his skills. This change must be brought about through the
efforts of the learner himself as he learns. The teacher's
teaching is only a means to this end. The main task of the
teacher is to structure experiences that will lead to specified,
. desireable changes and then to motivate and stimulate the
student to learn (Kemp, 1971, p.8-9).
It is the "structuring of experiences" which is the concern of
this study.

By individualized instructional method is meant a learning

system whereby the student reads, views film or TV or listens to
recorded sound or some other media in order to obtain information about
a particular subject.

Reinforcement and evaluative measures are
4
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built-in to the material so that it can be done by a student working by
himself.

According to Johnson and Johnson (1970), this method of

learning has distinct advantages over the traditional classroom method.
Teachers are potentially the most sensitive, flexible, and
divergently responsive components of any instructional system.
Under the limitations of conventional teaching, however, they
seldom have the time or opportunity to concentrate their efforts
on that which teachers can do best:
(1) diagnose individual
learner's difficulties; (2) interact with learners when they
need help on a one-to-one basis or in small group discussions;
(3) inspire and motivate; and (4) identify and encourage creati
vity and self-direction. Self-instructional packages are essen
tial if teachers and learners are to be free for this type of
indivdualized instruction (Johnson and Johnson, 1970, p,4),
Several guidelines for developing materials have been estab
lished,

Johnson and Johnson (1970) set out five steps:

objectives;

(2) write a posttest;

(1) write

(3) write a script which provides the

learner with small Steps, prompts, practice, and knowledge or results;
(4) prepare materials; and (5) administer package and rework any problem
areas,

Kemp (1971) lists the same procedure in working out a unit with

the addition of several steps.

His steps also include: (1) topic

and general purposes, and (2) student characteristics.
Setting out student learning objectives is perhaps the single
key to preparing a good individualized instructional unit, since media
and evaluation development are based upon the objectives.

Objectives

should be stated in terms of what the student will be able to do as a
result of instruction,

Kemp's (1971) three steps to follow in writing

good behavioral objectives are: (1) start with an action verb that de
scribes the intended behavior, such as list, define, make, arrange, etc;
(2) follow the action verb with content reference; and (3) end with a
performance standard,

Johnson and Johnson (1970) use a slightly

6
different approach.
the task.

They suggest analyzing the type of behavior and

Setting a performance standard comes in their section on

evaluation.
Objectives are usually grouped into three types of learner be
havior or domains.

The first is cognitive which includes objectives

concerned with knowledge Or information.

The second is psycho-motor

which is concerned with manipulative skills and the third domain is
affective which includes those objectives regarding attitudes and appre
ciation.
Objectives have also been arranged in sequential levels accord
ing to difficulty by several educators.

Gagne (Kemp 1971, p.26) de

scribes eight levels of performances beginning with very primitive
learning:

(1) signal learning, (2) stimulus-response learning, (3)

chaining or connecting stimulus-response situations, (4) verbal associa
tion, (5) multiple discrimination, (6) concept learning, (7) principle
learning, and (S) probleti solving.

These abilities are heirarchical in

nature, so that the earlier ones must be achieved before one is able to
achieve a higher level.

Other educators, discussed by Kemp (1971), as

Mager and Beach, Moore and McKeegan, Krathwohl, Bloom, and Simpson have
suggested groupings for the progression of skills and abilities as
stated in behavioral objectives.

Kemp suggests making a table with the

list of particular behavioral objectives followed by four levels of
difficulty: (1) fact learning, (2) concept formation, (3) principle
learning, and (4) problem solving.

The teacher could use whichever

taxonomy of behavioral objectives best suited his particular field.
By categorizing each objective in one of these levels, a teacher will be
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able to see whether or not he has included objectives from each level.
This will aid the teacher in ordering tasks and insuring that higher
level learning tasks are included.
Classification of behavioral objectives by type of learning is
necessary for the selection of the best media for the task.
Cropper (1976) classifies objectives into two modes —
response mode.
been considered.

George L.

stimulus mode and

He feels that all too often only the stimulus mode has
By stimulus mode he refers to the input to students

or the message during a presentation.

The response mode is the response

expected from a student (which is often forgotten during presentation,
but expected later when the student is given a criterion test).

It is

his belief that students should be able to practice cue-elicited re
sponses during the learning experience.

He says students may be said to

have "learned" when, presented with a criterion stimulus they respond
correctly.

Students must also be able to apply responses to different

examples not encountered before.
: The instructional designer must decide what is an appropriate
practice unit, what varied types of practice units should there be, in
what sequence should they be presented mid how many units are required.
Johnson and Johnson (1970) refer to these as tasks, saying the sub-tasks
must be mastered before moving on to the tasks.

The instruction itself

involves the display of stimulus, scheduling of response practice and
feedback to the student.
Cropper (1976) divides media into two groups:

(1) passive car

riers, those which elicit no response, but simply present material and
(2) active carriers, those which require active responding and. perhaps

8
feedbacko
carrier.

Passive carriers must be capable of accommodating an active
For example, a video tape would be the passive carrier, and

the half-scale dress f orm with muslin, and pins, etc., the active car
rier.

Passive carriers must also be capable of accommodating the mode

of the criterion stimuli, cue stimuli, response and feedback as deter
mined by objectives.

For simple diagrams, charts or manuals may be

appropriate; for still pictures of objects a slide presentation would
be appropriate; and for action stimuli, movie film or video tape would
be most appropriate.
Some instructional strategies build step-by-step and require
feedback from the first step before going on to the second. . Feedback
can be attained by using evaluative measures of sane type at appropriate
intervals after specific tasks are accomplished or perhaps during the
process of some tasks.
Evaluative measures indicate whether or not the behavioral ob
jectives have been met.

It is wise for the teacher to determine the

types of evaluation that will be appropriate for measuring the specific
behavioral objectives and to design the evaluation measures before the
course begins.

Johnson lists two types of criterion measures: (1) prod-'

uct measures which give tangible evidence of a learner's performance
which can be stored or filed for later reexamination if desired and
(2) process measures which involve the collection of evidence of a
learner's performance only as it occurs.

Evaluative measures can be

used as reinforcement or feedback to the student, and as criteria for
accepting or rejecting the instructional material by the teacher.
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After evaluation the teacher may see the need to alter or refine parts
of the program.
Autotutorial (A-T) or individualized instruction has already
been proven to be an effective method of instruction.

Samuel N. Postle-

thwait at Purdue University first developed an autotutorial system in
the instruction of biology in 1961.

Since that time many more studies

have been done in a variety of subject fields.
Fisher and MacWhinney (1976) have reviewed eighty-nine studies
of A-T instruction written between 1962 and 1975.

Of the eighty-nine

studies, forty-four evaluated the comparative student achievement.
Results were that in thirty of the forty-four studies the A-T group
surpassed the traditional group and that in eighteen of the thirty the
difference was significant at the .05 level.

In thirteen of the forty-

four studies there was no difference of achievement shown between the
A-T group and the traditional group and in one of the forty-four studies
the traditional group surpassed the A-T group at the .05 level of signif
icance.
titudes.

Twenty-seven of the eighty-nine studies examined student at
In all cases students reported liking the A-T method: at least

as well as the traditional method and in many cases the A-T was pre
ferred.

Four studies evaluated self-pacing and concluded that it was

liked by the students.

No significant relationship between personality

factors and A-T success was found.
Proponents of A-T say it offers numerous advantages such as (1)
students become actively involved in the learning process,

(2) students

develop a sense of responsibility, (3) they can study at their own rate,
i.e,, self-pacing, (4) there is no need to spend time on material they

.
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already knowr (5) mastery grading is possible,
possible, and (7) group study is possible.

(6) independent study is

The component of A-T least

liked, according to the studies, was the GAS (general assembly session).
Drop-outs were found to be.equal to or lower than for traditional
methods.
The amount of programmed or autotutorial instructional material
available in the field of home economics is growing every day.

The

first major program of this kind in home economics was done by Johnson,
Clawson, and Shoffner in 1967 for the junior high level in clothing con
struction.

Their material was called. Sewing, Step by Step, which con

sisted of five booklets:

The Sewing Machine, Patterns Part 1 , Patterns

Part 2 , Construction Techniques Part 1 , and Construction Techniques
Part 2 .
The investigator has examined in detail two studies done on de
veloping and evaluating programmed instruction in the field of clothing
construction and alteration.

The first was a doctorial dissertation

done by Naomi Reich in 1971 entitled "Development and Evaluation of a
Self-instructional Programmed Course in Basic Clothing Construction at
the College Level".

The specific objectives of this study were:

(1) to develop a self-instructional program which teaches a
skill which guides the student to an understanding of the pro
cesses involved in clothing construction and which prepares the
student to transfer learnings to new tasksrand (2) to evaluate
experimentally the. self-instructional program comparing students
at different experience levels using the program materials in
teaching machines with students using simple masks to conceal
answers of the program (Reich, 1971, p. 21) .
Sixty college level students were used to collect data for the
material over a period of two terms.

Students were divided into three
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ability levels after taking a pretest and then they were randomly
assigned to one of two program modes> utilizing the teaching machine or
instructional material learning on the conceptual level and at the same
time learned a skill while constructing a half-scale garment step-bystep,

They were evaluated by three paper-and-pencil tests and fcy eval

uation of the half-scale garment produced and evaluation of a fullscale garment on which they demonstrated a transfer of skill.
Results shewed that high experience students took less time to
complete the program while the low experience student showed the larg
est gain in conceptual learning.

Modes of learning had no significant

effect on gains in conceptual learning.

All students performed equally

well on the posttest and evaluation of the garments.
It was suggested that future use of the program could include
film loops for presentation of the material.

It was also suggested

that a branching form of the programmed instruction (PI) would give
students more alternatives to by-pass materials in areas where they
were already proficient.

It also would allow very advanced students to

by-pass the program entirely.
The second study reviewed in depth was entitled "Evaluation of
the Effectiveness of Programmed Instruction for Teaching Pattern Alter
ations to a Group of College Students", by Joan Hresko in 1971,

Sub

jects in this study consisted of 40 college level students who were
divided into three ability group levels.
was in four parts.

The individualized instruction

For the first part students worked through program

frames covering alteration principles, and panels illustrating the
frames.

The second part consisted of a handout covering the principles
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of pattern alterations and the third part was a handout with instruc
tions for assembling and fitting the tissue pattern.

After the student

read and completed a checklist from the handouts she went on to the
fourth part of the program which consisted of slides and tapes showing
examples of garments which needed alterations and hew these alterations
could be made.

The student then altered her own tissue.

A pre-posttest was administered in order to measure how much
learning had taken place.

No student scored higher than 77 percent on

the pretest, however 90 percent of the students scored higher than
80 percent on the posttest and 47.5 percent of the students scored
higher than 90 percent on the posttest.

Hresko recommended future use

of this type of instruction.
Little autotutorial material or even traditional textbook
material has been developed in the area of draping as a method of pat
ternmaking and dress design.

Upon investigation, only two current

textbooks and one autotutorial media has come to the attention of the
investigator.

At the Pennsylvania State University, Reich (1975)

developed and used an autotutorial system consisting of three sets of
8mm color film loops —
and one on tailoring.

one on draping, one on flat pattern methods,
The three areas in advanced clothing were taught

using only one laboratory facility and one teacher which allowed for
greater flexibility in student program planning and better use of school
facilities.
In conclusion, it seemed obvious that research had pointed out
that autotutorial or individualized instructional methods of teaching
have been proven to be at least as effective and in some instances more
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effective than traditional classroom methods.

Whereas at this point

many materials had been developed for teaching clothing construction at
many levels, very little material had been developed for patternmaking
and designing by the draping method.

It seemed worthwhile then, to

develop more material using an improved method of teaching in this
particular area of fashion design and clothing.

CHAPTER 3

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The purpose of this study was to develop a system of individual
ized instructional media (IIM) in order to teach the skill of dress
design and patternmaking by the method of draping fabric on the dress
form and to evaluate the IIM by use of a pre-posttest.

The test was

administered to the students before using the IIM and after completing
the IIM to determine how much learning had taken place.

Assumptions
For the purpose of this study, it was assumed that:
1.

Students had a basic knowledge of clothing construction
procedures.

2.

Students had a knowledge of basic pattern pieces and their
markings.

3.

Students had a knowledge of fabrics, their textures and
grainlines.

4.

The pre-posttest measured student skills and knowledge of
draping before using the IIM and their retention of these
skills and concepts after using the IIM.

Limitations
The scope of the study was limited by the number of students who
completed the course, FDC 241, Fashion Design II at Pima Community
College.

The class was scheduled one evening a week which was a limit

ing factor for some prospective students who had fulfilled the pre
requisites.

Of the fourteen students who enrolled, two students did not
14
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attend any class period, and four had to withdraw due to extenuating
circumstanceso

This left only eight students completing the course who

could be used as subjects for the study.
study which could not be avoided.

This was a limitation to the

Nine students completed the pilot

class which was taught using traditional teacher-demonstration methods
in spring 1977,

Research Questions
The following questions were developed for the scope of this
study:
1,

How will students’ scores on the pretest compare with their
Scores on the posttest in spring 1978?

2,

How will the posttest scores of students learning the mate
rial by the conventional method in spring semester 1977
compare with the ppsttest scores of students using the IIM
in spring semester 1978?

3,

What percentage of the students (spring 1978) will score
80 percent or higher on the posttest after using the IIM?

4,

What percentage of the students (spring 1978) will score 90
percent or higher on the posttest after using the IIM?

5=

How will the attitudes of students in spring 1978 who used
tile IIM method of instruction compare with the attitudes of
students in spring 1977 who used the traditional teacher
lecture-demonstration method regarding the method of in
struction as shown by the results of a course evaluation
measure?

6,

How will the attitudes of students in spring 1978 who used
the IIM method of instruction compare with the attitudes of
students in spring 1977 who used the traditional teacher
lecture-demonstration method regarding the quality of in
struction, course content, and the instructor as shown by
the results of a course evaluation measure?
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Definitions
The following terms will have these.meanings when used in
this study:
Affective learning objectives: Objectives which include devel
opment of attitudes and values toward fine workmanship and
dress design.
Baste: A means of temporarily holding together two pieces of
fabric with a thread using a long stitch which can be removed
easily.
Bodice: The section of the garment which covers the torso
above the waist.
Bodice darts: The pinching together and stitching in a wedge
shape the excess fabric which forms when fitting fabric over
a bulge.
Cognitive learning objectives: Objectives which involve under
standing, problen solving, and information storage.
Cowl necklines: A neckline design created by allowing excess
fabric to hang in attractive folds in a rounded shape below
the neck.
Design cord: A cord manipulated on the dress form in such a
way as to mark the placement of a seamline or the edge of a
garment.
Draping: The process of manipulating, pinning, cutting and
basting fabric on the dress form in order to create a garment.
Dress form: A duplication of the shape of a ladies torso from
neck to slightly below the hip made of a firm material but
with a covering of fabric so that one can insert pins into it.
Flared skirt:
Grainline:

A skirt cut wider at the bottom than at the top.

The direction of one thread in a woven fabric.

IIM - Individualized instructional media: A teaching aid
through which the student can work on an individual basis to
receive information^ apply the information and evaluate his
performance for feedback.
Kimono sleeve: A sleeve which has no seamline shaping to reduce
the excess fabric which forms under the arm; the typical
kimono sleeve is cut in one piece with the bodice section.
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Princess line; Shaping the fabric over a bulge by means of a
seamline running over the bulge, typically the seamline runs
from the shoulder or armscye over the bustline in front or
shoulder blades in back down to the waistline or, as in the
case of a full length dress, all the way to the bottom edge
.
of the garmento
Principles:

Generalizations or rules which apply to a task.

Procedures:
task.

A definite sequence of moves needed to achieve a

Psycho-motor learning objectives:
mastery of a motor skill.

Objectives which involve

Baglan sleeve: The raglan sleeve can be a variety of shapes,
but typically combined with a shoulder yoke so that a seamline
runs from neckline to armscye quarter point. The raglan
sleeve must have a seamline coming to the armscye quarter
point with the lower portion of the sleeve pattern cut as the
typical basic set-in sleeve.
Shawl collar: A collar with a seamline down the center back
which is cut as part of the garment front which has a front
opening.
Shift dress: A garment cut with one piece or several pieces
running from top to bottom with no waistline seam.
Slip-basting: A means of basting together two pieces of fabric
from the right side so that the seam allowances are on the
inside.
Thread-trace; A means of marking fabric using a temporary
uneven long stitch.
Yokes: A separate garment piece which covers a small area
typically at the shouldery waistline, or hip areas.

CHAPTER 4

PROCEDURE

The sample used for this study was a group of students enrolled
in FDC 241? Fashion Design II, at Pima Community College, Tucson,
Arizona,

Fourteen adult female students enrolled at the beginning of

spring semester 1973,

Of these fourteen, eight completed the course to

become subjects of this study.

This attrition rate is very typical of

an evening Pima Community College course.

Most of the eight students

had previously studied the principles of fashion design and drawing,
intermediate clothing construction, and patternmaking by the flat-*
pattern method.
Since the students were expected to already have a background
in understanding many techniques in patternmaking, it was decided to
particularly emphasize the specific techniques related to the draping
method.

General shaping of the bodice and skirt and specific pattern

details which are more easily made by draping rather than flat-pattern
methods, such as the cowl neckline, kimono sleeve and shawl collar
were included for subject matter.

Some procedures and skills such as

the use of the design cord, thread trace, and slip-basting were also
considered particular to the draping method.
The subject matter was broken down into the following ten
specific units of learnings

.

(1) bodice darts, (2) princess line bodice,
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(3) necklines, front openings and facings, (4) yokes and gathers,
(5) cowl necklines, (6) shawl collars, (7) raglan and kimono sleeves,
(8) skirts cut on the straight of grain, (9) flared skirts, and
(10) shift dress.
Research was done regarding specific methods of draping these
various aspects of clothing and where there was a discrepancy in
methods, one method was settled upon in an effort to maintain uncompli
cated, but accurate, direct procedures.

It was the purpose of the

investigator to teach general procedures which could be applied to a
variety of clothing styles and designs.

Preparation of Learning Objectives
In order to provide for a learning experience, the teacher must
have a very clear view of what it is the student will learn.

Learning

objectives in terms of student behavior must be very carefully thought
through and listed.
At the beginning, overall objectives for all ten units were
*
formulated and written out. These included objectives in the three
domains:

cognitive, psycho-motor, and affective.

Cognitive objectives

include objectives involving understanding, problem solving and infor
mation storage.

Specifically these objectives dealt with awareness and

understanding general principles of fabrics and dress design, and
applying names to specific styles of various parts of garment.

Many

of the objectives set up were in the psycho-motor domain, since the
subject is primarily one of skills.

All the objectives dealing with

motor skills, such as manipulating fabric, pins, needles, and scissors
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were in this domain.

Affective domain objectives included the develop

ment of attitudes and values toward fine workmanship and dress design.
Overall objectives are listed in Appendix A, Student Manual;
on the Dress Form,

Draping

Objectives 1-6 were considered to be in the

cognitive domain, objectives 7-10 in the psycho-motor domain, and
objectives 11-14 in the affective domain.
In order to work out each individual unit effectively, specific
objectives were worked through for each one.

By making the objectives

very detailed and concise, it was possible to plan media storyboards
with specific actions and manipulations well in mind.

Detailed objec

tives also made it easy to set up self-evaluation measures to be used
by the student upon completion of each unit.

Only by having these

objectives specified ahead of tine was it possible to recognize whether
or not the student had achieved the desired skill.

Detailed unit

objectives are listed in Appendix B, the Teacher's Manual of Draping on
the Dress Form,

Choice of Video Tapes
After setting up detailed objectives it was necessary to select
a media which was ah appropriate vehicle for the subject matter.
tapes were chosen for several reasons.

Video

First, the demonstrations

involved the teaching of a skill requiring moveinent so a media had to
be chosen which could convey movement.
this capability.

Either video tape or film had

In this situation the primary reason for choosing

video tapes over film was because Pima Community College already had
facilities and personnel available for the development and playback of
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video tapes whereas these facilities were not available for film.

In

addition to being more accessible, video tape had several other advan
tages,

The process of recording and editing video tapes was very easy

and fast.

One could view recordings immediately and edit and refine as

it was being recorded which was a big advantage when the subject in
volved considerable equipment and materials.

Another advantage was

that one could magnify a picture many tines which was important when
the subject matter involved some pins, needles and small stitches.

Setting up Units
The material to be covered was divided into ten units in order
to work in a way so that procedures would build one upon the other.
Specific tasks and the units in which they apply are listed in Table 1.
Darts and fabric preparation and general procedures of draping
were covered in the first unit.
'y.

.

The procedures for preparing the
'

'

'

fabric, pinning to the dress form, grain direction, marking seamlines,
cutting seam allowances, slip-basting, clipping curves and providing
for ease also applied in all other units.

The second unit introduced

the use of the design cord, fitting through seamlines, draping a center
panel on the double and duplicating side pieces to provide symmetry.
In progression, the third unit made use of the preceding procedures
plus new principles on front openings which would be necessary in order
to drape the classic yoke design in unit 4.

Draping gathers was a new

procedure which was learned in this unit and was applied again in
unit 8, straight skirts, and unit 10, shift dress.

The cowl neckline

and shawl collar both made use of the design cord taught in unit 2,
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TABLE 1„ Learning Tasks included in Each of the Ten Units in the
Series, Draping on the Dress Form

LEARNIKG TASKS

UNITS
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0

1 o Recognize grainline of fabric

X X X X X X X X X X

2= Straighten fabric so crosswise and length
wise grain are at right angles

x x x x x x x x x x

3» Cut fabric large enough to drape garment

x x

4 o Make slashes at neckline and waistline to
prevent wrinkling

x x x x x x x x x x

5= Understand and use ease tucks

x x x x x x x x x x

6« Understand preferred grainline position

X X x x x x x x x x

7= First drape the edge of the garment piece
which has no darts

x x x x x x x x x x

8o Drape darts

X

9o Slip-baste accurately

X X X X X X X X X X

X X X X X X X X

X X X X X X

X

10o Mark seamlines accurately with pencil

x x x x

llo True seamlines accurately

x x x x x x x x x x

12. Cut even 1/2 inch seam allowances

X X X X X XX X X X

x x x x x

13. Understand the principle of shaping the
garment with seamline

XX

14. Use design cord for seamline placement

X X X X X X X X X

15. Create a pleasing relationship between front
and back by placement of a seamline

X

16. Pin center panel to dress form first

XX

17= Mark the seamline following the design cord

X X X X X X X X

18. Make notches in order to match seams

X X X X

19. Drape one half of garment and duplicate other
half

X X X X

X X X X X

XX

X

XX

X X X X

X

X X X X

X X XX X
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TABLE 1, continued
LEARNING TASKS
20 o Use tracing wheel and carbon to duplicate

UNITS______ .
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
X X X

XX X X

21o Analyze the two-dimensional sketch to
determine necklines and front openings

X X X X X

X

22» Recognize that the neckline plus opening must
be large enough to pass over the head

X X X X X

X

23o Recognize that the front opening must have an
extension to provide for fasteners

XX

XX

X

24o Recognize that the extension must be at least
as wide as the diameter of the button

XX

XX

X

25o Accurately drape a front opening extension

XX

XX

X

26, Place buttons and buttonholes appropriately

X X

XX

X

27, Using a design cord, create a design line or
yokeline in a pleasing relationship to figure

XX

28, Recognize that shaping can be achieved with
gathers

X

29, Create gathers by basting

X

30, Distinguish between dart-equivalent and
added fullness gathers

X

31, Appreciate how the qualities of the fabric
affect the Interpretation of the design as
it is shaped on the dress form

X X X X X X X

32, Establish seamlines with a thread trace
33, Duplicate pieces using thread tacks

XX

X

X

X

X X

X

X

X X X X X X
X X X X X

34, Differentiate between a flare skirt and a
straight skirt by the grainline at the hipline

X X X

35, Cut skirt evenly at the bottom

X X X

36, Recognize that skirt silhouette depends
upon grainline

XX

37, Understand and use flare tuck

X X
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The shawl collar requires a front opening so unit 3 on front openings
was a natural prerequisite,,
The arm cone was a new concept learned in unit 7 on kimono and
raglan sleeves which could be used again in unit 10, shift dress*

The

kimono and raglan sleeve designs also used the procedures learned in the
first.two units on darts and seamlines*

Unit 8, straight skirts, made

use of darts, gathers, and cowl folds which were covered earlier in
bodice exercises=

Unit 9, flare skirts, introduced a new procedure,

making the flare tuck, which was used again in unit 10, shift dress*
The shift dress unit incorporated procedures learned in the units on
both skirts and bodices adding the concept of fitting either loosely or
snugly over the waistline*

j

Pilot Study;

Teacher Demonstrations

In the process of developing the material for the IIM, the
investigator had the advantage of being able to present the material to
a Fashion Design II class at Pima Community College the preceding year
using the traditional teacher lecture-demonstration method*

This class

of nine students met on Monday evenings for a three hour period in a
clothing laboratory.

The laboratory was equipped with large tables,

sewing machines, half-scale dress forms and pressing equipment.

Demon

strations were presented using a half-scale dress form identical to the
dress forms the students used for working out the practice problems.
Muslin was used to create the designs and all manipulative procedures
were demonstrated using the unit learning objectives as a quide*
It was necessary to repeat some demonstrations when the students had to
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miss a previous class or when the student didn't grasp the technique
after the initial demonstration.
each three hour class period.

Two demonstrations were given during

For most students this did not allow

enough tine to work through the entire practice problem in class.

Stu

dents learned skills by draping the sketched design for each unit using
half-scale dress forms and muslin.

When the student had finished her

practice problem she was asked to evaluate it using self-evaluation
measures which the investigator had prepared,
After helping students with practice problems the investigator
became aware of some of the areas that needed special attention and
reinforcement.
necessary.

Parts of some lecture-demonstrations were repeated as

Designs, learning objectives, and self-evaluation measures

were refined.

Preparation of Video Tape Cassettes
After the units and specific objectives had been set up and
refined the task of preparing the storyboard followed quite easily.

The

script was written with the demonstration of procedures in mind. It was
decided which procedures needed to be shown in detail so the samples
could be prepared.

Samples for sequential progressive steps were pre

pared ahead of tine in order to move right along quickly when the media
development personnel was available to record the procedure on video
tape.

It was necessary to have five different dress forms for recording

each unit, in order to provide for the various steps.
An average of eight hours was spent in preparation of script
writing and sample preparation for each eight-minute video tape
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cassette.

The actual video recording procedure took about one hour and

thirty minutes for each cassette and then additional tine was spent
recording the audio portion and editing the two together.

The editing

process for all ten cassettes took about eight hours.
In order to expedite the video recording, ah audio tape record
ing of the script was made ahead of time on an inexpensive portable
tape cassette recorder.

It was then possible to move with the audio

portion while performing the demonstrations.

Seme practice was required

in order to perform the demonstration smoothly for the video tapes.

The

Script was later recorded more carefully in the media development
recording studio with high fidelity equipment and this recording was
then dubbed onto the video tape.
The video tape shows only the fabric and equipment needed plus
the hands of the instructor performing the procedures.

The investigator

intentionally avoided pictures of the instructor wearing current dress
and hair styles so that the video tapes would not become outdated and
also to avoid factors which could distract the students' attention.
The videotape had to be edited somewhat to fit with the audio
portion.

This was a very tedious procedure at tines, requiring, many

starts, stops and reruns.

There were tines, however, when the two

flowed together very well synchronized, which was attributed to having
worked the video section with the original practice tape.
Graphics for the title and acknowledgments were prepared fpt the
series by the media development department at Pima Conmnity College.
Music was dubbed into the title section on each tape.

The master video
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tape was then dubbed onto ten 3/4 inch U-Matic video tape cassettes so
that each unit was on a separate cassette tape. ..

Preparation of the Student and Teacher1s Manuals
A written manual was prepared to go along with the video tape
cassetteso

The student manual contains an introduction to draping, the

overall objectives, instructions to students, supplies needed, the
script from the video tapes, assignments, and self-evaluation measures.
See Appendix A.

The teacher's manual includes the purpose of the units,

performance level of the students, instructional approach, evaluation.
Suggested follow-up learning experiences, references, and the detailed
learning objectives for each unit.

See Appendix B.

The student manual included the scripts in order to give the
students the written instructions as a reninder of what they had seen
on video tape.

Detailed assignments with written description and design

sketches for the practice problems were also included.

Designs for

practice problems were decided upon for each unit in order to best
demonstrate and practice the procedures involved in the objectives.
Students were usually given a choice of several designs in hopes that by
choosing different designs they would also be exposed to what their
neighbors were working on and in a limited tine be able to observe other
designs being draped as well as the design they had chosen.

Some stu

dents with special interests or advanced skills could also have an
opportunity to try all of the designs and therefore have the additional
benefit of more aid from the teacher in learning the new skill.

It was

the aim of the investigator to allow as much flexibility as possible
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within a f ramework so that students, with varying skills and interests
could work to their own capacity.

Implementation of IIM
The IIM was used for instruction of Fashion Design II at Pima
Community College in the spring of 1978,

This class met on Monday

evenings for a three hour period in the clothing laboratory as did the
pilot study class in the spring of 1977,
The video cassette recorder and playback equipment was wheeled
in on a mobile unit for every class period.

Students viewed the tapes

in a smaller room adjacent to the laboratory, rather than in the lab
oratory itself so that the sound and motion of the video tape playback
would not disturb the students who were working in the laboratory.
For each unit the student viewed the video taped demonstration,
draped the problem on the half-scale dress form and then analyzed and
evaluated his or her own work using the self-evaluation measure included
in the student manual.

The investigator was free during the entire

class time to work with students on a one-to-one basis.

Students were

encouraged to review tapes at times when it seemed advantageous.

The

tapes were also made available to students outside of class through
arrangements with the media development department at Pima Community
College.
Evaluation Measures
Self-evaluation measures were prepared for each unit so that
students could evaluate their own practice problems.

The unit learning

objectives were used as a basis for preparing the measures.

The
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measures were intended to serve as a reinforcement and feedback of the
material covered in the demonstrations„

The self-evaluation measures

were given to the pilot class in the spring semester 1977 and the same
measures, but with some refinement, were given to the subjects in
spring semester 1978=

The refined measures are included in the student

manual. Appendix A=
A student course-evaluation measure was also given to both the
pilot class and the subjects.
in Appendix

c.

A copy of the course evaluation is seen

Questions included in the course evaluation deal pri

marily with the teaching methods and the effectiveness of the teacher.
Some items were taken from the "Optional Item Catalog" prepared by
Lawrence M. Aleamoni and Dale C. Brandenburg (1973) and some items were
prepared by the investigator specifically for this class.

The course-

evaluation measure was distributed to the students before taking the
posttest and collected by one of the students who placed them in an
envelope which was then sealed.

Mames and handwriting were avoided on

the measure and in addition to that, students were told that the eval
uation would in no way affect their grade.
A pre-posttest was designed with the intention of measuring the
learning which would occur due to the treatment of the IIM.

The

overall learning objectives and the unit learning objectives were used
as a guideline for preparing the measure.

Since many of the objectives

involve the mastery of a motor skill, it was decided to include a draping
problem (Part III) as one part of the measure.

Table 2 shows content

validity of the pre-posttest or the number of points of the pre-posttest
items related to the first ten overall objectives.

The first six
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TABLE 2. The Number of Points of Pre-posttest Items Related to Each
Learning Objective in the Cognitive Domain on the Comprehension,
Application, and Analysis Levels and in the Psycho-motor Domain

NUMBER OF POINTS OF TEST ITEMS
RELATED TO LEARN:ENG OBJECTIVES
Cognitive Psycho Total
motor
points
Analysis
relating
Application
to
objec
Comprehension
tives
LEARNING OBJECTIVES
1. Discovery of the advantages and disadvan
tages of draping as compared to flatpattern
2. Analysis of drawing in terms of seamlines,
darts, gathers, ease and flare

5

3. Recognition of grainline and its relation
ship to fabric and designs

10

4. Understanding of engineering principles
involved in patternmaking

25

25

5

10

44

5. Understanding and introduction of ease

2 10

6. Understanding of interrelationship of de
sign, fit, and construction techniques

4

7. Ability to manipulate fabric on the dress
form to create various means of shaping
to the figure
8. Development of motor skills necessary for
pinning fabric to dress form, slip-basting,
making ease tucks, and thread tracing
9. Development of good techniques of
duplicating one side for symmetry
10. Development of good techniques for marking
design lines on the dress form
Total points relating to levels

10

44
12

4

25

25

5

5

10

1 10
—

50 25 30

5

5

45

150
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objectives in the cognitive domain were broken down to three levels;
comprehension, application, and analysis.
Questions were prepared with the hopes that they would measure
only the specific material covered regarding draping as a method of
patternmaking.

Some of the same material was also taught in a different

course on patternmaking by the flat-pattern method, so care was
taken to prevent overlap.

Since patternmaking by the flat-pattern

method was a prerequisite to the course on draping, comparisons of the
two methods were brought out in the demonstrations and the pre-posttest.
See Appendix C*. Part II, Pre-posttest.
An item analysis was made of Part I, multiple choice questions,
after administering the test spring semester 1978.

See Table 3.

Since

the sample of only eight students is very small the results will apply
only to this population.

The index of difficulty relates to the total

number of correct answers, a low score meaning the question is easy and
a high score meaning the question is difficult.

Mien using the indi

vidualized instructional mode it is hoped that most students will be
able to answer the questions correctly when they have completed the
instructional material, therefore a large number of easy questions
(low scores on the index) are acceptable.

The index of discrimin-

ability measures how well the question differentiates between the high
scoring student and the lew scoring student.

A score on the index

above .50 indicates that the question differentiates and a score of
.50 or below indicates that it does not.

A score of .50 may indicate

that all students answered the question correctly which is a desireable
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TABLE 3= Item Analysis of Part I, Multiple Choice Questions in the
Pre-posttest Given Spring Semester 1978.

High 1/3 of students scored 141, 135, 132
Lew 1/3 of students scored 117, 115, 111

ITEM

1,
2.
3.6 .
4.
5.
6.
7.
8,
9.
10 o
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

NUMBER OF
HIGH 1/3
WHO PASS

.

2
2
3
2
3
3
3
2
3
3
3
3
2
3
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
1
3
3

.

NUMBER OF
LOW 1/3
WHO PASS
3
- 2
3
1
3
3
2
3
3
2
3
2
1
3
3
1
2
3
3
0
1
2
1
3
3

INDEX OF
DIFFICULTY

.17
.33
.00
.50
.00
.00
.17
.17
.00
.17
.00
.17
.50
.00
.17
.33
.17
.00
.00
.50
.33
.17
.67
.00
.00

INDEX OF
DISCRIMINABHITY
.40
.50
.50
.67
.50
.50
.60
.40
.50
.60
.50
.60
.67
.50
.40
.75
.60
.50
.50
1.00
.75
.60
.50
.50
.50

result when using IIM„
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This is the case in ten of the twelve scores of

.50 in this study.
The pre-posttest was administered as a posttest only to the
pilot class in the spring semester 1977.

Although the results of these

tests were not intended to be put to statistical analysisf the investi
gator felt it would be of interest to compare the results of the pilot
group with the results of the subjects in spring 1978.

The pilot test

was also helpful as an aid in refining a few of the multiple choice
questions.

The measure was then administered to the students in spring

semester 197 8 as a pretest at the beginning of the semester and as a
posttest after the students finished all ten units.

Part III of the

pretest had to be graded immediately after administration because the
dress forms were needed in the classroom for the practice problems, but
the remainder of the test was given a number code and set aside to be
graded later at the same time as the posttest in order to eliminate
any variability in the grading techniques.

Criteria for grading the

subjective parts of the test (Parts II and III) were established in
advance of administering the test.

See Appendix C, Evaluation

Criteria for Pre-posttest, Parts II and III.

Experimental Design
Since Fashion Design II is an advanced course at Pima
Community College, it is offered only once a year to a rather select
group of students who have fulfilled the prerequisites.
definite limitation to the scope of the study.

This posed a

As pointed out in the

review of literature, much documented research has previously been done
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to support the theory that IIM is a successful teaching method,
therefore it was the aim of the investigator only to test the validity
of this particular Unit, not IIM itself.

This was done by the use of a

pre-posttest to assess the degree of change in the students' perfor
mance,

The experimental design then, is a one group pre-posttest

design.

Statistical Analysis and Limitations of the Study
Statistical analysis of the pre-posttest scores was done by
the t-test, since only one nominal independent variable was considered
appropriate to put to statistical analysis and one interval dependent
variable was used. Since the sample was not randomly selected the
interpretation of this study can only be applied to this population.

CHAPTER 5

FINDINGS OF TEE STUDY

The findings of the study are stated as responses to the
research questions asked in Chapter 3.
1„

They are as follows:

How will students' scores on the pretest compare with their
scores on the posttest in spring 1978?

The pre-posttest (Appendix C) included 150 possible points.
As evident on Table 4 and Raw Scores of Pre-posttest (Appendix D )

,the

students' scores on the pretest showed a range of 71 points, a mean of
46.8 and a group variance of 543 =6.

The range of 71 and group variance

of 543o6 are high showing a wide difference in knowledge and skills
upon entering the instructional program.
Students' scores on the posttest showed a range of 30 points, a
mean of 124.4, and a group variance of 111.4.

The lower range of 30

points and group variance of 111.4 indicate a more homogeneous group
upon leaving the instructional program. . The mean of the pretest was
46.8 and of the posttest 124.4 showing a gain of 77.6 points after the
treatmento

The means of the pretest and the posttest were analyzed

using the t-test.

The results showed the t-value to be 7.69 indicating

significance at the 0.001 level for a two-tailed test with df of 7.
This is more stringent than the .05 significance level usually used.
The investigator feels that this is a definite indication that
students in this study learned the skill of patternmaking by draping
on the dress form by using the IIM which was developed for this study.
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. . .
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TABLE 4 o Conparison of Range, Mean, and Group Variances of Pretest
with Posttest Spring 1978 and Statistical Analysis of the Scores

n

range

mean

group variances.

Pretest

8

71

46.8

543.6

Posttest

8

30

124.4

111.4

t value=7.69
p=5.405 for df=7 at 0.001 level for two-tailed test

2.

How will the posttest scores of students learning the
material by the conventional method in spring semester
1977 compare with the posttest scores of students using
the IIM in spring semester 1978?

Total scores on the posttest of students learning the-material
by the conventional method in spring 1977 were very similar to the
scores on the posttest of students learning the material by the IIM.
The mean score in spring 1977 was 125.7 compared to 124.4 in the spring
of 1978.
The scores of the pilot group spring 1977 and the test group
spring 1978 were not put to statistical analysis because of several
conditions.

First, the pre-posttest was not prepared in time to admin

ister as a pretest in 1977 since the material was not yet developed at
that point so the pilot group spring 1977 took it only as a posttest.
The test group spring 1978 had the advantage of having taken the test
earlier as a pretest so there was an element of familiarity there being
an advantage which the pilot group did not have.

Also five questions in

Part I were refined after administering it as a pilot test in 1977 so
-the posttest given in 1978 was not entirely identical.

The
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investigator felt that these two conditions would render a comparison
of the two groups invalid.
Students scored differently in various sections of the tests as
can be seen in Table 5,

In Part I of the posttest the mean was 36,0

in 1977 compared to 40,5 in 1978, an increase of four points.

However,

Part I was refined slightly after administering the test to the

pilot

group in 1977 which may be partly responsible f o r .the difference in
scores.

The item analysis of Part I (Table 3) shews that many questions

were answered correctly.

The index of disefiminability (Table 3) shows

three items out of twenty-five that fall below the ,50 level meaning
they need further refinement.

Another twelve items fall at the .50

level, but ten of the twelve do so because they were all answered
correctly which is a desireable response when using IIM,
A difference of nine points in the mean score is seen in
Part II,

The pilot group of 1977 scored a mean of 23.2 compared to 14.6

for the test group 1978.

The investigator attributes this to the vague

wording of the test question along with the differences in teaching
methods.
Students in the test group spring 1978 scored higher on the
skill section of the test. Part III.

Their mean score was 69.0 with a

range of 62 to 75 as compared to a mean of 66.5 with a range of 63 to
72 for the pilot group spring 1977.

The investigator concludes from the

raw data that an equal amount of learning took place when the subject
matter was taught to the study group spring 1978 using the IIM as was
when the subject matter was taught to the pilot group spring 1977 using
traditional classroom methods.
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TABLE 5 o Gomparison of Means of the Three Parts and the Total of the
Posttest Given Spring 1977 with the Posttest Given Spring 1978*

PART I

PART II

PART III

TOTAL

Mean of
POsttest
Spring 1977

36,0

23,2

66.5

125.7

Mean of
Posttest
Spring 1978

40,5

14,6

69.0

124.4

3c

What percentage of the students (spring 1978) will score
80 percent or higher on the posttest after using the IIM?

Five of the eight students or 62,5 percent of the students
scored 80 percent or higher on the total posttest after using the IIM,
One hundred percent of the students scored 80 percent or higher on
Part III, application of the skill, after using the IIM,

See Table 6,

Raw scores are found in Appendix D, Comparison of Posttest, Raw Scores
and Percentages,
4,

What percentage of the students (spring 1978) will score
90 percent or higher on the posttest after using the IIM?

Twenty-five percent of the students scored 90 percent or
higher on the total pbsttest after using the IIM,

Sixty-two percent

of the students scored 90 percent or higher on Part III, application
of the skill after using the IIM,

See Table 6,

Raw scores are in

Appendix D, Comparison Of Posttests,
The low scores in Part II lowered the total scores considerably.
The investigator felt that the low test scores in Part II are likely to
be due to vague wording of the question.

The fact that students scored
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TABLE 6, Student Scores in Percentages on Part III, Draping Skill and
Total Posttest Scores in Spring 1978=

TOTAL

PART III

STUDENT

93,3%
96,0
100,0
93.0
93.0
82.7
89.3
88.0

94.0%
90.0
88.0
81.0
81.0
78.0
77.0
74.0

Percent of students who
scored higher than 80%

100.0%

62.5%

Percent of students who
scored higher than 90%

62.5%

25.0%

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

very well in Part III indicates that they did learn the application of
the skill of draping on the dress form.

Another possible reason for the

low test scores is the general deficiency in written communication
skills found in the community college student.

It has been observed

by the investigator that there is frequently a big gap between motor
skill performance or even verbal communication skills and written
communication skills,
5,

How will the attitudes Of students in spring 1978 who used
the IIM method of instruction compare with the attitudes of
students in spring 1977 who used the traditional teacher
lecture-demonstration method regarding the method of in
struction as shown by the results of a course evaluation
measure?

Table 7 lists the items in the course evaluation measure which
pertain to the students attitudes regarding the method of instruction
they received, . See also Appendix D, Results of Course Evaluation,
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TABLE 7c Results of Course Evaluation for Fashion Design II, Items
Regarding the Methods of Instruction,

Number of Responses
Group 1, Spring 1977

Number of Responses
Group 2, Spring 1978

Very positive

52

67

Positive

20

18

Negative

16

1

Very negative

10

0

Group 1 (spring 1977) received the traditional classroom lecturedemonstration method of instruction and Group 2 (spring 1978) received
the IIM method of instruction,

A comparison of the responses shows that

in Group 1, there were fifty-two very positive responses as compared to
Group 2 in which there were sixty-seven very positive responses.

In

Group 1, sixteen negative responses and ten very negative responses
were made, whereas in Group 2 only one negative response was made.
Responses were not put to a statistical analysis because the emphasis
on this study was to analyze the material itself, not individualized
instruction per se, however the investigator concluded from the raw data
that the students' attitudes toward using the IIM were positive,
6.

How will the attitudes of students in spring 1978 who used
the IIM method of instruction compare with the attitudes of
students in spring 1977 who used the traditional teacher
lecture-demonstration method regarding the quality of
instruction, course content, and the instructor as shown by
the results of a course evaluation measure?

.
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Table 8 lists the responses to items regarding the quality of
instruction, course content, and the instructor.

Group 1 using the

traditional methods gave eighteen negative responses whereas the
students in Group 2 using the IIM gave only one negative response.
The investigator concludes that the students' attitudes concern
ing the quality of instruction, course content and the instructor were
positive when the IIM was employed as the instructional method as com
pared to the Group 1 students who were taught using the traditional
classroom procedures.

One extraneous variable which should be noted

here is the experience of the instructor.

The instructor's first year

of teaching was 1977 whereas 1978 was her second year of teaching.
This may have made a difference in the quality of instruction and the
evaluation of the instructor.

TABLE 8, Results of Course Evaluation for Fashion Design II, Items
Regarding the Quality of Instruction, Course Content, and the
Instructor

Number of Responses
Group IS Spring 1977

Number of Responses
Group 2: Spring 1978

Very positive

47

48

Positive

25

31

Negative

14

1

4

0

Very negative

6

CHAPTER

DISCUSSION AM) CONCLUSIONS

Some observations were made during the implementation of the
IIM and after grading the posttest which seemed worthy of special
attentiono

The investigator found some distinct advantages to the

method and some unforeseen problems.

These will be discussed in regard

to classroom procedures and both instructor's and students' reactions to
the IIM and in regard to the analysis of the test results.

Advantages and Disadvantages in the Classroom
The most important advantage to the instructor was that the
instructor was free to work with students on a one-to-one basis giving
each student ample individual attention.

Even on a one-to-one basis it

would have been possible to accommodate at least twice as many students
using the one laboratory facility.

Another advantage was that pre

paration time needed by the instructor was cut considerably since it was
not necessary to collect materials and set-up a demonstration for each
class period.

It was also felt that the recorded demonstrations were

more thorough and uniform than the demonstrations performed in the tra
ditional manner in the pilot study in spring 1977=
Students also enjoyed many advantages while learning by the IIM.
One student who could not attend class on a regular basis was able to
complete the work by keeping appointments with the media development
personnel to use the video equipment and meeting with the instructor at
42
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other convenient times during the week.

All students were able to

work at their own pace which eliminated tension for some and boredom
for others.

The division of content matter into specific units worked

well, with no problems evident during the course of instruction.
Students were able to apply the skill learned from the practice units
to their own individual designs which they worked out as a follow-up
activity.

Half the students made their personal full-scale dress forms

and created designs using them.

The other Students each Created two

complete garments for the half-scale dress form.

Almost all the

original designs created by students were pleasing aesthetically and
well executed.

Students also showed enthusiasm to continue working on

the dress form after completing the class.
Several possible disadvantages of the system were also noted.
One is that the instructor may come to the class "cold" or unprepared
since it isn' t necessary to prepare a demonstration just prior to each
class.

The instructor must make a special effort to review the material

or must have a very good working knowledge of the subject matter.
Students may also be tempted to cut class more frequently because they
know they will not be missing a one-time-only lecture-demonstration.
It may be necessary to provide special incentive so students don't put
off work or lag behind.

Test Results
As seen in Table 3, Chapter 5, the results of the pre-posttest
show that learning took place as indicated by the significant improve
ment of the mean of the test after using the IIM.

It is also evident
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that students showed a decrease in the variance on the posttest scores
as compared to the pretest scores, probably due to the fact that they
entered the instructional program with a variety of backgrounds and
skills and left the instructional program a more homogeneous group
because of the treatment0
One can make note here of seme of the causes of the students'
learningo
manual

Most obvious are the IIM itself (i.e., video tapes and student

),the

experience gained from the practice problems, analysis of

their work through self-evaluation, and the individual attention the
students received from the instructor.

Another influence on their

learning may have been that both the instructor and students were more
comfortable with the IIM mode of instructiono
After analyzing the results of the tests, the investigator felt
that there were problems with the measure itself rather than the in
structional material.

Part III which measured the actual skill level

was felt to be the most valid part of the test and students showed an
increase in their scores in this section in the posttest (spring 1978)
as compared to the pilot group (spring 1977)=

See Table 4, Chapter 5.

Part I of the pre-posttest had been refined somewhat after
examining the responses of the pilot group (spring 1977).

After doing

an item analysis to Part I (Table 5, Chapter 5) it can be pointed out
that only three items showed an index of discriminability below =50
indicating a need for further refinement.
After reading the responses students made to Part II of the
pre-posttest, the investigator came to the conclusion that the question
/lacked clarity.

Students performed better on this section of the test
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in spring 1977 than in spring 1978 as shown in Table 4, Chapter 5.
For this reason it did not appear to be a section that needed refinement
until results were obtained from the posttest in spring 1978,

This is

probably because the pilot class, spring 1977, was taught using tradi
tional teacher lecture-demonstrations in which the advantages and dis
advantages were discussed and outlined in a total class discussion.
Students probably memorized the lists they had made.

Such a total class

discussion did not occur in the spring 1978 class since the teaching
method was based totally on IIM.

The subject of advantages and disad

vantages of certain aspects of draping was discussed with some frequency
with individual students and their responses showed that they had a
grasp of the principles involved, however a summary was never made in
which the students could pull together fragments of analysis they had
made.

The investigator feels that the problem was more in the wording .

of the question than in the lack of understanding on the part of the
student.

Recommendations
The investigator feels that the IIM which was developed was very
successful, as shown by student and instructor responses.

The students

learned and both students' and instructor's attitudes were very positive
toward the teaching method.
One recommendation to be made, however, is further refinement
of the pre-posttest.

As stated before, three items in Part I showed an

index of discriminability below .50.

These three items, numbers 1, 8,

and 15, should be reworded or reworked.

The investigator did not feel

.

.

.
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it necessary to delete items because they were too easy as may be
interpreted by anything below .33 on the difficulty scale.

It should

be possible for all students to answer all questions correctly using
individualized instruction.

Since the sample size is so small, other

items may be further refined at a later date after more students have
Used the test.
Part II of the pre-posttest also should be rewritten to include
a more specific detailed guide for the student responses.

As discussed

previously it was felt that the question used in the pre-posttest for
this investigation was too vague.

With the recommended changes as shown

in Table 9 it is hoped that students will be able to better express
their understanding of the subject in the future.
On the whole the investigator felt that the media developed was
very satisfactory and that students' response to it was excellent.
Students learned and created and had aspirations to go on using the
skill of draping on the dress form in the future.

In light of this it

is recommended that additional individualized instructional material be
developed for the skill areas of fashion design and clothing on the
community college level.
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TABLE 9=

Proposed Refinement for Part II of Pre-posttest

Part II (25 points)
Compare the two methods of patternmaking regarding the following
aspects:
Flat Pattern
l. Design line
How do you know
where to place
the design line?

2. Fit of each garment

3= Fullness of garment
How much ease to ..
allow for a particular
design.

4. Difficulty to make
certain aspects of design:
collars
sleeves
necklines
armholes

5.

Economy
Amount of fabric needed
Tools and equipment

Draping

APPENDIX A

STUDENT MANUAL, DRAPING ON THE DRESS FORM
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INTRODUCTION

Perhaps when we think of a designer at work our thoughts r u n ,to a person
pinning folds of luxurious fabric on a dress form. Working on the threedimensional dress form gives the designer the added freedom to be able to
sculpture the garment to perfectly harmonize with the figure. This is part
icularly beneficial when working with personalized dress forms to create
garments for specific individuals because of the many variations within; the
human form.
Illusions created with line and shape can greatly enhance any \
figure.
Besides being a method of creating or.designing draping is also a method
of pattemmakirig for an already specified design and figure. Other methods of
patternmaking are drafting and flat pattern. Drafting involves making patterns
from measurements of the body, having on hand only the design and a set of mea
surements. This technique is difficult and perhaps the least accurate of the
three. Flat pattern methods involve manipulating and changing an already fitted
basic pattern to various design schemes. Each type of pattemmaking has its
advantages and disadvantages as one may discover when working with the draping
method. The following are some comparisions of the draping and flat pattern
methods:

Fit:

Flat Pattern

Draping

Fitting ease is built-in
but some educated guesses
must be made at times when
changing designs.

Fitting ease must be established
in each garment but the finished
garment should fit perfectly
as no guesswork is involved.

Design . Designs can only be viewed
Details ; in two-dimensional form.
Some guesswork is involved.

Designs can be worked out right
on the three-dimensional figure.
Fullness can be established
accurately.

Sleeves

All types of sleeves can be
worked out easily and fairly
accurately. Guesswork may be
involved in the amount of
fullness desired.

Fitted sleeves cannot be developed
on the dress form. The raglan
and kimono sleeve can be developed
with the use of an arm cone. The
armseye curve must be established
for every garment.

Collars

Flat, roll, and partial roll
collars can be easily and
accurately developed.

Shawl, built-up, and cowl collars
can be accurately developed.

The following units cover the basic techniques used in the draping method of
pattemmaking.
By working through each unit, it is hoped that the student will
acquire the skills needed to drape the fundamental components of clothing design.
There are many more variations of line and shape which can be draped. The
student should be able to apply the techniques learned to other designs and
fashion silhouettes he or she may encounter in the future.

OBJECTIVES

The student will:
. 1.

Discover the advantages and disadvantages of draping as compared to
other methods of pattemmaking.

2.

Analyze a two-dimensional drawing in terms of seamlines, darts,
gathers, ease, and flare or fullness.

3.

Recognize grainline and its relationship to the behavior of fabric as seen
in different positions in different designs.

4.

Develop an understanding of the engineering principles involved in
patternmaking.

5.

Recognize the importance of ease to be.allowed when draping a garment.

6.

Develop an understanding of the interrelationship of design, fit and
construction techniques.

7. , Develop an ability to manipulate fabric on the dress form to create
various means of shaping to the three-dimensional figure.
8.

Develop the motor skills necessary for pinning fabric to the dress
form, slip-basting, making ease tucks, and thread-tracing.

9.

Develop good techniques of duplicating one side for Symmetry, keeping
in mind the type of fabric being used.

10.

Develop good techniques of marking design.lines on the dress form.

11.

Develop.an .awareness' of the relationship between the human form and
designs of clothing created to cover it.

12.

Develop an awareness of design line and the illusions it may create to
enhance the human form.

13.

Develop an awareness of the behavioral aspects of various types of
fabrics in relation to draping on a dress form^

14.

Develop an appreciation of the complexity and all the individual
components that go into the making of a fine couture dress design
and pattern.

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS

1.

Read the introduction and objectives on pages 1 and 2.

2.. Acquire the supplies listed at the bottom of the page.
3.

Attend the first demonstration given regarding the use of the video
tape cassettes. Ask for help in their use whenever necessary.

4.

Work through each Unit, first viewing the demonstration on video tape
cassette. Drape the practice problems as assigned being sure to ask
the instructor for help whenever needed. Half size dress forms are
provided.

5.

Evaluate your work using the self-evaluation sheet included for each unit,
giving yourself the points for each item that you think is appropriate.
Total your points and divide by the number of items to find your average
for each unit. Turn in the self-evaluation sheet to the instructor and ask
the instructor to evaluate your practice problem which you have pinned to
the dress form. If you have mastered the unit, go on to the next one.
There will be a final exam covering all ten units at the end of the course.

6.

Additional information may be found in the following references:
Draping
Jaffa,'Hilda; Relis, Nurei. Draping for Fashion Design. Reston Publishing
Co., Reston, Virginia. 1973
Sheldon, Gene. Design Through Draping.
Co., Minneapolis, Minn.

2nd Edition.

Burgess Publishing

Flat Pattern
Holien, Norma, R. Pattern Making by the Flat Pattern Method.
Minneapolis, Minn. 1975

Burgess.

SUPPLIES NEEDED
6 yards muslin or checked gingham
sharp dressmaking shears
needles,
dressmaker pins with colored heads
thread
thimble
tape measure
plastic ruler, 18" x 2" with squared lines
French curve or fashion curve
sewing gauge (opt.)
*
tracing wheel
carbon paper
soft lead pencil
black embroidery floss or cord
1 yard soft fabric for cowl neckline (You may wish to view the video tape of
Unit 5 before purchasing this fabric.)

UNIT 1:

BODICE DARTS

Draping on the dress form is an exciting and accurate method of
pa11ernmakihg and designing.
It enables the designer to work directly
on the three-dimensional form and to work with the special qualities a
particular fabric may have.
In order to begin draping we have to first cut off a piece of fabric
large enough to do the job we have in mind. For the practice problem
on darts this can be done by measuring the length from the neck/shoulder
point over the bust to the waist and adding about 3 inches. This .will
be the measurement for the straight of the grain. For the crosswise .
measurement, measure across the full part of the bust and again add
three inches. Tearing the muslin works best to insure straight fabric;.
If the fabric is not square, tie sure to straighten, as a straight grain
line is important in every garment.Fold the fabric in half and center on the dress form* straight of
grain at center front. Drape only one half at one time. Be sure there
is sufficient fabric for seam allowances and darts on all sides. Begin
with the seam that has no darts, which is usually, but not always the
center front. In this case there will be darts at the waistline and
underarm, so begin at the neck and shoulder area.
In order to free the
fabric to lie smoothly at the neck curve, clip to the proposed seamline
at the center front neckline and again at an angle to the neckline. Put
a pin as a, mark at the shoulder and neckline point. Another pin will hold
the shoulder armseye position down. In order to provide the proper amount
of ease, pin a small 1/8" tuck, just to the side bf the bust. This
step may not be necessary as a person gains experience, but since most
beginners have a tendency to drape garments too snugly, the ease tuck will
be a help. Ease is necessary so the body can live and breath inside the
garment and the person can move easily with comfort. Different people
will require different amounts of ease. Now smooth the fabric over the
arms eye and place a pin 3/8" below the arms eye marking on the side seam.
At this point one can form darts with the extra fabric. It is possible
to see that the dart may be formed at.the waistline, at the corner, making
a French dart, or at the underarm sean, but the dart always points toward
the bust point to provide for bodice shaping. For this design it will be
divided into two darts of equal size which.will keep the grainline per^
pendicular to the floor at the side front. Waistline darts usually follow
the princess line marked on the dress form. It will be necessary to slash
the fabric up to the waistline so it will lie flat over the curve. Waist
line darts are usually pressed toward the center front and underarm darts
are usually pressed down. Pin the darts, using care not to pin into the
dress form.
if there are two darts they should end about 1/2" from the bust point.
One large dart will extend a little closer to the bust.point.
Seamlines must, be marked. For practice problems use a soft lead pen
cil. When draping fashion fabric, however, a thread trace must be used.
This will be demonstrated later. Follow the guidelines on the dress form.

If pins have been placed right on the seamlines it makes the job
easier. Mark the center front also, following guidelines on the dress
form.
Darts should be slip-basted from the right side. Do. not use knots
as they may cause problems later on. Baste from the outside, using
equal length stitches so that from the wrong side it will look as though
it had been basted in the usual manner and the dart will be free to flop
back and forth* Be careful not to catch any fabric from the dress form.
At this point the bodice may be removed from the dress form in order
to true the seamlines. Trueihg means to use a straight edge on the
straight seams and make smooth accurate curves on the curved edges. A
plastic ruler and French curve are good tools to use for this.
Seam allowances may also be marked and cut while the bodice is off
the dress form, however, there are times, especially when working on a
full garment of fashion fabric that this may more easily be done on the
dress form. Seam allowances can be different widths for different pur
poses. Sometimes an allowance of 1M is desireable if the seam is straight
and alterations are expected. Five-eights inch is the usual allowance
given in commercial patterns. We will use 1/2" seam allowances for the
half size practice problems since it is an optimum size for our purposes.
Darts may originate from any seamline, but they always point toward the
bust point if they are to provide for the bodice shaping.
Always start draping on the seam that has no dart. If the bodice
has a neckline and waistline dart, fabric will be pinned first at the cen
ter seam and side seam, forming darts with the excess. If it has a center
front dart begin draping at the side seam smoothing excess fabric to the
front in order to form the dart.
Darts in the bodice back are made in the same way as darts in the
bodice front, providing shaping over the curves of the body. The com
pleted draped bodice with darts will fit well over the curves, have
sufficient ease, straight seams and grainline and follow the design sketch.
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Assignment:

Drape one complete bodice front and one complete bodice back.
Slip-baste all darts and seams on the dress form leaving one under
arm seam open. For practice you may wish to drape one half of bodice
front and back following one design sketch and the other half follow
ing a different design sketch. Use the following sketches:

BODICE FRONTS

G
0G
BODICE BACKS

When your work is completed, score the items on the self-evaluation
sheet. If you have satisfactorily accomplished all items ask for the
instructors evaluation before going on to the next unit.

Unit 1.

BODICE DARTS

FDC 241
Name ______ .
SELF-EVALUATION

5=
4=
3=
2=
1-

Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor
Unacceptable
1. Fabric has been squared so that crosswise and lengthwise grain .
are at perfect right angles to each other.

"____ 2.
3.

Fabric was cut into adequate size pieces before draping.
Center front is on the straight of grain.

____ 4.

Slashes were made from the seam allowance to the seamline at the
neckline

____ 5.

Ease tuck was pinned into the side of the full part of the bust.

____ 6.

Dart is correctly placed according to the sketch.

____ 7.

Muslin is flat along the seamlines without wrinkles or bulges.

8.

Dart is folded in the correct direction, toward the center front
at the neckline or shoulder and down at the bustline dart.

9.

Darts end at the correct distance from the bust, point which is
1/2 inch if there are two darts or more and a little less if there
is only one large dart.

10.
___ 11.

12.

Slashes were made where necessary along the waistline seam allowance.
The dart is slip-basted from the right side so that it is free to
flop back and forth on the wrong side.
The stitches are secure.

___ 13.

The basting is free from knots.

___ 14.

Seamlines are plainly marked with pencil.

___ 15.

Seamlines are straight and trued.

JL6.

All seam allowances are 1/2 inch.

___ 17.
18.

The muslin fits the dress form with sufficient ease.
In overall impression the garment looks neat.

UNIT 2.

PRINCESS LINE BODICE

Shaping in the bodice area may be achieved by seamlines as well as by
fitting.darts. If the seamline is to provide for fit, however. It; must
pass over the fullest part of the curve, or near the fullest part of the curve
if fabric is supple enough to take up the remainder of the fitting in ease.
A design cord is used to mark the placement of the seamline. Embroidery
floss or a cord of some type will work as a design cord. A dark color is
easy to work with because it will usually show through the muslin. Flattering
seamlines to create pleasing illusions are easily worked out by the draping
method since it is possible to visualize the effect as one works. One flat
tering seamline is the line from shoulder to waistline which passes over the
fullest part of the bust. When using this line, be sure the princess seamlines
meet at the shoulder on front and back. This line is Usually most flattering
to the figure when it tapers in at the waistline. Another classic princess
line is the one which originates in the armseye, crosses the bustpoint, and
extends down to the waistline. When designing with this line, it is most
complementary when the seam at the armseye meets at the same level on both
front and back. After deciding upon the most pleasing line, pin the design
cord to the dress form where it will serve as a guide to the seamlines.
Begin draping on the center panel. Measure the length of fabric needed
by measuring from shoulder-neck point to waistline and adding 3 inches.
Measure the widest point of the center panel and add 3 inches for the width.
Be sure the grainline is straight. Fold the fabric in half and place the fold
on center front, keeping the grainline straight on center front,
(Unless of
course, a bias center panel is planned, in which case the true bias would run
down the center front.) Pin the center front. Clip the fabric to the neck
line seam at center front, and again at an angle. Pin fabric along all
seamlines, using the design cord as a guide.
(Notice that a dark design cord
is visible through the muslin.) Ease must be incorporated into each piece of
the princess line garment. Do not pull the fabric tightly over the dress form,
but allow some slack. Again, the amount of ease desired will vary with the
individual, but it must never be forgotton. Mark seamlines of the practice
problem-with a soft lead pencil, following design cord and seamlines. Mark
center front. True seamlines and cut 1/2 inch seam allowances.
Fabric for the side panel will be measured by finding the longest length
wise and crosswise measurements and again adding 3 inches to each measurement.
Pin the side panel to the dress form keeping the straight of grain perpendicular
to the floor. The side seam will not usually be on the straight of grain,
since most figures angle in smaller at the waistline. Pin at all seamlines,
allowing for ease. Remember that the un d e r a m seam begins 3/8 inch below the
armseye. Pin side seam, and waistline seam, slashing up to waistline seam to
release the fabric at the hip curve. Mark seamlines with pencil. Follow design
cord on the princess seamline. True and cut seam allowances at 1/2 inch. Pin
together with the seam allowances turned under, Mark notches at the seamlines
using a pencil or thread trace. Notches will enable one to match up the seam
lines again after the garment has been removed. It is best to place one
above and one below the full part of the bust.
Back center and side panels will be draped in the same manner as the
front, an exception being a likely center back seam to allow for a zipper.
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It is best to drape only one half of a garment and duplicate the other
side in order to maintain symmetry
for most figures, even if the body is not
perfectly symmetrical. Of course, if the garment is not intended to be sym
metrical both halves can be draped. A tracing wheel and carbon is a fast
easy method to use for our practice problems, however, if using a fine fashion
fabric, a thread trace would be more suitable. A thread trace will be demon
strated in a later unit.
By pinning the pieces on the dress form again and slip-basting from the
outside a perfect fit can be achieved. This technique is especially useful
when seamlines involve areas of the fabric which are cut on the bias, such
as we frequently find in the princess line.
The completed draped bodice with seamline fitting will fit well over the
curves, have sufficient ease, nicely curved seams, grainline perpendicular to
the floor and will follow the design sketch.

Assignment:
Drape one complete bodice, front and back using a compatable bodice
back; or drape two fronts of different designs. Use the following sketches:

BODICE FRONTS

Unit 2.

PRINCESS LINE

FDC 241
Name _____
SELF-EVALUATION

5
4
3
2
1

=
=
=
=
=

Excellent
Good
Fair ■
Poor
Unacceptable

x

1.

Fabric has been squared so that crosswise and lengthwise grain are
at perfect right angles to each other.

2.

Fabric was cut into adequate size pieces before draping.

3.

Center front is on the straight of grain.'

_____ 4.

Straight of grain is perpendicular to the floor on allpanels.

_____ 5.

The fitting seam passes over the full part of the curve of the body .
or, if a supple fabric is used, close enough so that the fabric can
be eased successfully over the full part of the curve.

_____j6.

If both front and back are made, the seamlines on the front and back
match at the shoulder seam or.are at the same level at the armseye.

_____ 7.

A design cord was used to determine the seamline.

, 8.
, 9.

Slashes were made from the seam allowance to the seamline at the neckline
Two notches were correctly placed on the princess seamline to aid in
construction.

____ 10.

Sufficient ease is evident in the garment.

___ _11.

Seam allowances are 1/2 inch.

_12.

All seamlines are marked accurately.

_13.

All seamlines are straight and true.

14.

Center panel is symmetrical.

_15.

Side panel was duplicated accurately with a tracing wheel.

16.

The seamlines are slip-basted so that it appears to have been hand
basted in the regualr manner from the wrong side.

UNIT 3.

NECKLINES, FRONT OPENINGS AND FACINGS

Draping as a method of patternmaking and designing gives one the advan
tage of being able to envision the neckline on the figure in order to find
the most pleasing and flattering line for a particualr design and figure.
Using the design cord the draper may experiment with various lines to find the
most desireable one. Here we have a U-shaped neckline, a bateau, surplice, or
V. Any shape we want is possible. When designing the neckline, however, we
must be sure that the neckline plus any bodice opening is large enough to
pass over the head.
There are several things to consider when draping a garment with a front
opening. First, analyze the design sketch. Here we have a scoop neckline with
a buttoned opening down the center front. The front edge of the bodice must
extend beyond center front in order to allow for.the buttons and buttonholes.
The extension should be at least the width of the button and is usually a
little wider. Placement of the buttons and buttonholes may then be marked
on the bodice. A pencil may be used for practice problems. Try to place one
button on or near the bustline in order to prevent gapping. Another button
is usually placed near the top and then the others are evenly spaced down the
garment. A sewing gauge or tailors gauge may be used for spacing.
Facings may be made using the flat pattern method or they may be draped
on the form right over the garment & To do this, place the muslin over the
garment, slash the neckline and mark the seamlines. Facings should be wide
enough to support the buttons and buttonholes in front and 2 to 2 1/2 inches
wide at the neckline on a full-size garment or 1 to 1 1/4 inches wide on the
half-size practice garment. Mark and true edges. The inside edge is neater
if slightly curved where neckline and front edge meet.
,
Some bodices are double breasted, that is they have two rows of buttons.
Facings for double breasted garments must be wide enough to support both rows
of buttons and buttonholes. The neckline edge again will be 2 to 2 1/2 inches
wide. The facing should hot extend beyond the bust point.
A surplice opening requires a special treatment. The surplice is a
diagonal edge, cut on the bias. Since the bias has a tendency to stretch, it
is best to cut the surplice facing on the straight of grain so it will serve as
a stay. Notice this is the only facing which has a grainline different from
the bodice.
Sometimes a scoop neckline bodice will have such a narrow shoulder seam
that a combined neckline and armhole facing will work best* The combined
facing eliminates bulk in the shoulder and gives a neat appearance. Again
this facing may be draped over the garment. Keep grainlines identical. Mark
inside edges making a gentle curve in the shoulder^sleeve area.
The completed facing should give a neat, crisp look to the outer edge.
The garment should be smooth and flat, free from wrinkles and puckers. A
nicely draped neckline will be flattering and comfortable.

Assignment:

Drape one bodice front from group A including a draped neckline and
front facing which is appropriate for the design. Also drape one bodice
front from group 3, including draped facings for the neckline, front open
ing and sleeveless armhole.
Indicate buttons and buttonholes by drawing
them on the muslin.

GROUP A

GROUP B

Unit 3.

NECKLINES, FRONT OPENINGS AND FACINGS

FDC. 241
Name

SELF-EVALUATION
5
4
3
2
1

= Excellent
= Good
= Fair
= Poor
“■Unacceptable

.

_____ 1.. Fabric has been squared.
_____ 2.

Neckline follows the sketch line.

_____ 3.

Design cord was used to establish neckline.

4.
____ J5.

Neckline opening is large enough to pass over the head.
Front opening follows the design sketch.

6.

An extension has been allowed for the fasteners.

7.

The extension is at least as wide as the diameter of the button.

__8.

Facings are 2" to 2 1/2" wide (full-size) or 1" to 1 1/4" wide
(half-size) at the neckline.

^_9.

Facings are wide enough to support buttons and buttonholes at front
openings, extending to include both rows of buttons if garment is
double breasted.

10.

Facings do not extend beyond the bust point in front openings.

JL1.

Facings duplicate the grainline of the bodice, unless it is a sur
plice in which case the opening edge is on the straight of grain.

12.

Center front is on the straight of grain.

_13.

All seamlines are marked accurately.

_14.

All seamlines are straight or true.

_15.

Bodice pieces and facings were duplicated accurately by tracing wheel.

_16'«

Seam allowances are 1/2 inch.

17o
J.8.

Seams and darts are slip basted securely.
Sufficient ease is evident in the garment.

UNIT 4.

YOKES AND GATHERS

Yokes are small areas of a garment separated from the major area by a
seamline. When the seamline does not provide for fitting it is called a
design seam. The design seam does not point toward or cross over the bust or
full part of the curve. Bodice yokes are usually in the shoulder or midriff
area.
Many yoke lines are possible. By using the design cord* one can envi
sion a variety of designs and find the most flattering line for the figure.
We can have a western flavor, a large rounded yoke, a Square yoke/ or a
midriff, to name only a few. Front and back yoke lines should be cbmpatable>
One way to determine this is by viewing from the side.
The classical shirt yoke is one which extends over the shoulder seamline
including some of the front and back. To make this yoke, first place the
design cord on the dress form and pin. The yoke is typically narrow in the
front and wider in the back. A bodice front with gathers at the shoulder
requires a small yoke of some kind because a sleeve will not fit nor look
good if the gathers fall from the top of the shoulder.
Measure the yoke area and add about 3 inches to determine the size of
the muslin. The direction of the grainline will be determined by the design.
Usually the grainline is the same as the major part of the garment, however, the
classic shirt yoke is typically cut on the crosswise grain as are some stripes
or novelty designs.
Place the yoke on the dress form and pin at the center back. Slash down
to the neckline and again at an angle. It may be necessary to make several
slashes in order to allow the yoke to lay flat. Pin on yoke following design
cord. Mark seamlines and center back. Make notches to indicate the natural
shoulder seamline. Remove and duplicate the other half. Seamlines should be
trued and seam allowances cut to 1/2 inch. Repin to the dress form, folding
under the seam allowances on the design seam. Drape the remainder of the
bodice following, the design sketch. Begin draping at the seamlines with no
darts or gathers. Determine the fullness desired. If there are to be gathers
pin to the edge of the area to be gathered. Also place another pin in the
fabric at each end. Use a running stitch to hold the gathers in place.
Secure the thread at both ends with the pins rather than a knot. This will
allow you to remove the piece and lay it out flat when duplicating and then
pull up the gathers again when returning to the dress form* Notches must be
marked on the bodice at either end of the gathers and where they match with
the yoke. A pencil mark may be used for practice problems and a thread trace
will be used on the fashion fabric* Finish bodice by tcueing, duplicating and
sewing together.
Another form of yoke is the midriff. Since most figures curve in at the
waistline, some fitting will be done in the midriff seams. Pin fabric starting
at center. Allow plenty of extra fabric at the bottom to accommodate fitting.
Smooth fabric over the figure, pinning "and slashing where necessary to achieve
fit. Mark the seamlines. The finished piece is curved at the waistline and •
slanted at the side seams.
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Draping is particulary advantageous when making designs with gathers.
By using the draping method, it is possible to determine the amount of fullness
desired by working with the actual fashion fabric on the figure. %hen draping
a design with a bodice section with many gathers which are seamed to a yoke it
may be easiest to begin draping the gathered bodice section first. By pinning
the fabric to the form one can easily see how much fullness to incorporate,
into the design. The size of the figure and weight and hand of the fabric
will be determining factors. The soft, lightweight fabric used here will be
pleasing with a great deal of fullness. When gathers are used to give additional
width not needed for fitting they are called added fullness gathers. The square
yoke is especially pleasing on this design using stripes.
A heavier, crisper fabric will be more pleasing with less fullness.
gathers are used for fitting only, we call them dart equivalent gathers.
that the garment just fits easily over the figure.

When
Note

The completed garment should fit well in both the yoke and bodice areas,
allowing sufficient ease for the body to move and breathe. Lines should be
pleasing on the figure and it should follow the design sketch.
Assignment:
Drape the classic yoke illustrated in Group A, doing both bodice front
and bodice back.
or

— -

Drape two of the three bodice fronts shown in group B.
If buttons and buttonholes are indicated, mark them in pencil.
seams. No facings are necessary.

Slip baste

Unit 4.

YOKES AND GATHERS

TDC 241
Name

/'

SELF-EVALUATION
5
4
3
2
1

=
=
=
=

Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor
Unacceptable
lo

Fabric has been squared.

2.

Yoke design line follows sketch.

— .
— _3.

Yoke design line is pleasing on the body shape.

—

4"

rflatSnSp" ^

— —

5-

A design cord was used to establish the seamline.

_____6.
7.

made’ the

Yoke is symmetrical.

lines are in a compatable

.

Center front is on the straight of grain.

„_8"

Slashes were made from the seam allowance to the seamline at the
neckline.

9"

Seam allowance was folded under on the yoke where it overlaps the
bodice piece.

--- -10“

Gathering on the bodice was done by using a gathering thread which
is pulled up and secured on a pin.

11 »

Notches were accurately marked in both yoke and bodice.

12.

All seamlines are marked accurately.

13.

All seamlines are straight and true.

____ 14.
.15.
____ 16.
17.

Bodice pieces were duplicated by means of a tracing wheel.
Seam allowances are 1/2 inch.
Seams are slip-basted securely.
Sufficient ease is evident in the garment.

UNIT 5.

COWL NECKLINES

Originally the word cowl was. used to describe hooded garments worn by
monks. Today it refers to a garment incorporating soft, folds of fabric usually
at the neckline, but possible at armholes or hipline.
A cowl drapery requires a soft supple fabric. The fabric itself determines
the shape of the garment so it is best to drape the cowl directly in the fashion
fabric rather than in muslin. When working with a woven fabric, the folds
should form along the bias of the grain in order to achieve the necessary
stretch. The fabric must have the same or similar draping quality on both
the lengthwise and crosswise grain.
To drape this high neck design, begin with a square of fabric large enough .
so that the folded back part will form a self facing at the neckline. The
facing must extend several inches into the shoulder seam. Center the fabric
and pin to the neck edge at the height desired for the top fold. Then pin in
the rest of the folds along the shoulder edge. Experiment with the depth of
folds in order to achieve the desired look. Both sides of the cowl must be
draped to achieve a pleasing design. Pin the remainder of the bodice.
Since a fashion fabric is used for the cowl it is best to use a thread
trace to mark seamlines. To make a thread trace, simply make long, running
stitches along the seamline being careful not to sew into the dress form. A
very long stitch can be done quickly and shows up well. Marking the top of the
folds will also be a help later on.
If the cowl is made on only the front or the back the shoulder seam
will act as a stay to hold the folds in place. If the folds extend over the
shoulder such as in this dress, a separate yoke should be constructed to act
as a stay. The folds may be inconspicuously tacked down at the shoulder.
Slinky evening wear frequently makes use of the cowl drapery. A soft
supple knit of Qiana of polyester will drape very well for this purpose.
Single knits have a built-in stretch, so at times you may wish to drape them
on the straight of grain, but they, too, work well on the bias. Again allow
sufficient fabric to fold as a self-facing. Many variations may be achieved
by altering the length of the fold. A designer may easily arrive at the
preferred design by actually working in the fashion fabric and pinning to the
form. In this way one can achieve a perfect fit with fabric that has stretch.
Another variation is the wrapped neckline cowl. The soft neckline folds
extend all the way around the neck. Begin by turning back an edge on the
square. Starting at the top of the neckline form folds.
Pin each fold at the
back of the neck, being sure to allow sufficient ease for comfort. Pin at the
base of the neck and slash to free shoulder seam. Continue draping bodice.
The wrapped neckline cowl may be finished as a full bodice or as a. halter
top. The completed bodice with cowl neckline should have, adequate ease in the
bodice and neckline areas. It should also be draped with pleasing.soft folds
which are deep enough to hold their shape but are not overly bulky. The bodice
should follow the design sketch and be flattering to the figure
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Assignment:
Drape one complete bodice, front and back following sketches in Group A.
Include underlay. Baste darts and seams.
GROUP A

seam.

Drape any two bodice fronts from Group B.
Baste darts and seams.

Baste stay tape across shoulder

GROUP B

OR

Design your own cowl neckline front and back by draping it.

Unit 5.

COWL NECKLINE .

.

■ FDC 241
Name

SELF-EVALUATION.

5
4
3
2
1

=
=
=
=
=

Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor
Unacceptable
1,

Fabric is soft and drapable.

__2.

Fabric has the same or similar draping quality on both the length
wise and crosswise grain.

__3.

Woven fabric was cut on the bias.

__4.

Sufficient length was allowed in fabric to accommodate the cowl drape.

_5.

Fabric was folded back at least 1 inch at the cowl edge to form a
self facing unless a stay facing was used.

__6.

A:stay was accurately prepared if the cowl was draped over the shoulder
seamline.

__7.

The cowl folds are sufficiently deep to hold their shape.

__8.

All seamlines are accurately marked with a thread trace,

__9.

Long, loose running stitches were used for the thread trace.

10.

All seamlines are straight and true.

11.

Seams are slip-basted securely.

12.

Sufficient ease was allowed for comfort.

13.

Seam'allowances are 1/2 inch.

.

UNIT 6.

SHAWL COLLARS

Shawl collars take many shapes and forms. They can be made only on a
bodice with a front opening, however since they are an extension of the bodice
front. The collar extends over the shoulder and is joined to the other side
by a seam in the back. Actually the bodice front facing turns outward to be
come the upper collar which we see and the bodice front becomes the shawl
collar facing. The draping method of patternmaking offers many advantages
over the flat pattern method when making the shawl collar. These will become
evident as we proceed.
To begin draping the shawl collar we will need a piece of muslin large
enough to serve as bodice and collar since they will be cut in one piece.
Measure the length of the bodice and add 6 inches. Measure the width of
half the bodice and add another 6 inches.
When pinning the muslin to the dress form, remember that sufficient
fabric must be left over to form the frontextension for the buttons plus
any further extension the collar may need. Do not slash to the neckline!
Drape the bodice section first leaving plenty of fabric for the collar section.
Pin the shoulder seam securely to the dress form placing one pin at the shoulder
neck point. Slash into this point in a long diagonal line. The shoulder
seam must be cut quite narrow at this point to give sufficient seam
allowance to the collar section. Needless to Say, this must be done
cautiously when working in fashion fabric. . It may be wise to drape the
shawl collar'pattern in muslin before attempting it in a fine fabric.
When the diagonal slash is cut, the collar fabric is free to be manipulated.
At this point, one can vary the roll line to the desired position. Place .
a pin at center frontto Secure the roll at the desire point. Bring the
collar muslin around to the back of the neck. Place a pin in the center .
back position of the collar and another pin at the desired stand. Mark
the seamline at the neck edge slashing to free fabric. Fold the collar
down over the pins.
The shape of the outer edge of the collar may be visualized by using
a design cord before marking on the muslin. It may be made as wide or
narrow as you wish, limited only by the height of the roll at the neckline.
Lapels may take any shape. They may be square and broad, or very slim.
The particular shawl collar will have quite a high stand or roll.
When the collar has a full roll, the center back seamline will be cut on
the bias. The width of the collar at the neckline will be limited. Make
slashes to the collar edge to determine the width. It should lie smoothly
and be at a 90*angle to the. center back seam at center back. To make a
wider, flat collar the fabric is manipulated so that the center back
seam of the collar is on the straight of grain. This collar can be as wide
as desired. The flat collar will have a very narrow seam at the shoulderneck point so care must be taken when using fashion fabric to reinforce
this area.
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Notice the dent in the roll of the collar at the neck edge.
In
order to make the collar roll evenly at the neck edge, it is necessary
to form a shallow fish dart under the collar, just inside the roll line.
Pin the dart in the fabric, ending about 3/8 inch before the shoulder seam.
The dart can be pinned on the outside and marked and then sewn on the inside
later. The fish dart controls the small amount of excess fabric and
shapes the collar with a nice, even roll, removing the dent we saw before.
When working in a fine fashion fabric, it may be necessary to duplicate
the piece using thread tacks. This technique will be the safest for a
fabric which would be marred by a tracing wheel and carbon or pencil. Using
a long thread with no knot, take long, uneven running stitches, making the
stitch long on the under side and short, but looped on the top. Clip
the loops and slowly pull the pieces apart, leaving the stitches in the
side which was duplicated.
The completed garment will be symmetrical and nicely draped to fit the
figure, with sufficient ease for comfort. The collar will be appropriate
for the design and figure and will fall in a nice, smooth roll at the neck
edge.

Assignment:
Drape one bodice front with a shawl collar following one of the
design sketches.
Baste darts and center back seam on collar. Use a thread
trace to mark seamlines and duplicate pieces.
Indicate buttons with pencil.
No faci-- --------------

UNIT 6.

SHAWL COLLAR

FDC 241
Name________________ ,
SELF-EVALUATION.

5
4
3
2
1

=
=
=
=
=

Excellent
Good
Fair '
Poor
Unacceptable

_____ 1.

, 2.

..

Fabric was cut with sufficient width and length to allow for an
extension for front opening and for the width and length ofthe collar.
The shawl collar is cut in one piece with the bodice front.

3.

There is a seam at the center back of the shawl collar.

4.

A slash was made accurately at the neckline and shoulder point,
leaving sufficient seam allowances on collar and shoulder.

5.

The collar accurately matches the 2 dimensional sketch in shape.

____ _6.

The collar accurately matches the 2 .dimensional sketch in roll.

7.

A fish dart Was correctly placed on the bodice front inside the
roll line of the collar.

____ _8.
9.
10.

The garment is symmetrical.
The front extension is the correct, width to accommodate buttons.
All seamlines are neatly marked with thread trace, using long
running stitches.

____ 11.

All seamlines are straight and true.

____ 12.

Bodice pieces were duplicated accurately by means of thread tacks.

____ 13.

Seams are slip-basted securely.

14.

Sufficient ease was allowed for comfort.

15.

Center front is on the straight of grain. .

16.

Seam allowances are 1/2 inch.

17.

Center front is marked on bodice by thread trace.

____ 18.

Buttons and buttonholes are accurately marked in pencil on the bodice.

UNIT 7,

RAGLAN AND KIMONO SLEEVES

Raglan and kimono sleeves can be draped with relative ease and accuracy
on the dress form, however set?in sleeves are more easily made using the flat
pattern method. In order to drape the kimono or raglan sleeve we must con
struct an extension on the dress form in the apporximate shape of an arm.
To do this use heavy paper ^ a heavy grocery bag will work quite well and be
economical too. Roll the paper tapering slightly at one end until the large
end is the same size as the armscye or the paper is about the size of an
arm. The arm cone will be sturdy if several thicknesses are made. Secure the
cone with tape. Cut off the cone evenly at the wide end. Start at the top
making 1/2 inch slashes gradually increasing the depth to 1 1/2 inches at
the underarm. These should be spaced about 1/2 inch apart. Cut off the top
at an an angle so all tabs are of even length. Cut off the narrow end to the
desired length* For a half-size garment a long sleeve would measure 11 1/2
inches. For convenience a shorter arm cone can be used for short sleeves.
Pin the arm cone to the dress form. You may wish to tape it also to hold
down the tabs.
Now our lady is ready for a kimono sleeve. A simple kimono can be made
using a square of fabric, with a neck opening. Bodice and sleeve are all one
piece. The crosswise grain will fall across the shoulder and down the center
of the sleeve. Straight of grain will be on center front and back.. The bodice
may be pinned in at the side to the desired fullness. In this case, we will
make a squared seam at the underarm.
It will be convenient here to cut the
seam allowances while the garment is on the dress form. It is especially
apparent in the back how excess folds form under the arm. This sleeve allows
maximum movement of the arm and is therefore very comfortable.
. When making a more fitted bodice with kimono sleeves, begin by draping
the bodice section first. This garment will be draped using care to match
plaids. The straight of grain is placed on center front. It will be neces
sary to clip to the underarm point to free the fabric for the sleeve. Decide
upon the closeness of fit desired for the kimono sleeve. The arm cone may
need to be adjusted at a closer angle for a close fit. Notice that the fabric
is now on the bias at the shoulder-upper sleeve seam. When the upper seam is
cut at an angle, arm movement is restricted and we will have fewer folds of
fabric under the arm. If the underarm seam is close up under the arm, a gusset
may be necessary to provide for comfortable movement. Mark a slash under the
arm and insert a diamond or triangular piece of fabric to form a gusset.
Check construction procedures regarding the setting of a gusset, as they
require special reinforcement and very careful stitching.
Part of the raglan sleeve is also cut in one with the bodice. The raglan
sleeve differs from the kimono sleeve in that it has a seamline running into
the quarter point of the armscye. This provides an opportunity to shape the
sleeve at the underarm in the same manner a set-in sleeve is shaped.
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Drape the bodice section first, forming the raglan seamline at the de
sign cord. Allow sufficient ease along seamline. This typical raglan sleeve
is cut in one piece with no seam along the shoulder. The straight of grain
will run along the shoulder-upper sleeve line. Pin the fabric at the seamline
in shoulder area, slashing where necessary to release the fabric. Pin down to
the quarter point. At the quarter point, the sleeve will take on a curve as
it does in a normal set-in sleeve.
It may help to pencil in a rough line to
use as a guide for pinning as this can be a very confusing area. Pin the
seam under the arm, slashing as you go along, 'lake a mark as you reach the
underarm seam of the bodice. Drape the back of the sleeve in the same manner.
When the fabric meets at the underarm, the sleeve underarm seam can be formed.
Keep the grainlines the same on front and back when pinning in this seam.
Determine the length of the sleeve with a pencil line. At the neckline make
a dart to provide fitting over the shoulder.
It will be easiest to pin this
dart on the outside and baste on the inside when the garment is not on the
dress form. Mark seamlines, true and cut seam allowances. The finished
sleeve will have this shape.
The thing that differentiates the raglan sleeve from the kimono sleeve
is the shape of the sleeve under the arm below the quarter point. The raglan
sleeve must have a seam at the quarter point or somewhere above it in order
to achieve shaping. Raglan sleeves may take many different shapes. The seam
line at the quarter point may be a yoke line, or a princess fitting line or a
design line such as this saddle shoulder.
It should fit well allowing for arm
movement and create a pleasing shape on the figure.
Assignment:
Shape an arm cone from heavy paper according to instructions and pin
in place on the dress form.
Choose one design from Group A, illustrating the kimono sleeve and one
design from Group B illustrating a raglan sleeve. Drape one half of bodice
front and back in order to complete one sleeve from each group. Create your
own compatable design for the back. Mark seamlines in pencil or thread trace.
Baste seams.
GROUP

GROUP B

Unit 7.

RAGLAN AND KIMONO SLEEVES

FDC 241
Name __

SELF-EVALUATION

5
4
3
2
1

=
=
=
=
=

Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor
Unacceptable

1.

Arm cone was accurately fashioned from stiff paper in the approximate
size of an arm to fit the dress form.

2.

Arm cone was shaped to fit the shoulder by cutting slashes in the edge*
beginning with deep slashes about 1% inches at the underarm and
graduating to about h inch at the shoulder position, spacing slashes
every % inch.

KIMONO SLEEVE
_1.

Upper edge of sleeve and shoulder is placed on the grainlihe that is
indicated in the design sketch, straight grain if no seam is indicated
and on the bias with a seam if so indicated*

_2.

If underarm seam is positioned low under the arm no gusset was used
or if underarm seam is positioned high under the arm a gusset was ac
curately constructed.

J3.

The bodice with kimono sleeve has been draped according to the design
sketch*

_4.

The front and back designs are compatable.

_5.

Seams are accurately marked and trued.

_6.

Seam allowances are % inch.

_7.

Necessary slashes were made in the underarm seam to eliminate bunches
or wrinkles from the right side.

_8.

Hand basting is accurate and secure. .
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Name

RAGLAN SLEEVE

I-

Design cord was used to determine the seamline entering the armseye«

2. The sleeve below the quarter point is shaped like a set-in sleeve.
3.

The sleeve is shaped according to the design sketch, being on the
straight or bias as indicated,.

4.

The front and back designs are compatable.

5.

Dart or seam achieves nice fit at the shoulder.

6.

Seams are accurately marked and trued.

J-

Seam allowances are % inch.

8.

Hand basting is accurate and secure.

9.

The garment has sufficient ease.

UNIT 8.

STRAIGHT SKIRTS ..

These skirts have something in common. They are all cut on the straight
of grain. That means the crosswise grain runs parallel to the floor at the
hipline.and -some sort of shaping takes place at the waistline.
Shaping may
be accomplished by darts, darts hidden within pleats, unstitched darts or pleats
or gathers. Sometimes a yoke provides shaping in the seamline.
To drape the basic straight skirt, begin by pinning the muslin on the
form keeping the center front on the straight of grain. Pin the side seam
at the hipline introducing Some ease and keeping the crosswise grain level.
Slightly more ease may be desired at the bottom of the skirt. Shape the
side seam at the waistline, smoothing the fabric to the dress form. The upper
side seam will"curve inward slightly on the bias. Remove the ease tucks and
form a dart at the waistline. Clipping to the waistline seam may be necessary
in order to shape the curve. The dart may take slightly different shapes
depending upon the figure. Pin in just enough fabric to take up the wrinkles
that have formed.
If there is a bodice, the skirt dart should correspond to
the bodice dart. Usually the dart is pressed toward the center front, but
for some figures it may be more flattering to fold the dart in the opposite
direction. Unstitched darts are frequently folded toward the side. Mark
seamlines and cut seam allowances. Leaving enough fabric for the hem, mark
the hem with pins and cut off the bottom edge of the skirt parallel to the ■
floor. A personal dress form should be set at the same -height as the person
it serves so that hems can be marked while the skirt is on the dress form.
Sometimes darts are hidden within side pleats or box. pleats. To form
side pleats all around a skirt, begin pleating at the hipline, since this
will be the largest circumference of the skirt. You may wish to do some
mathematical calculations first to determine the size of the pleats. The
space between the pleats should be equal all around at; the hipline for this
design. After the pleats are pinned at the hipline, shape the pleats up to
the waistline. More shaping will occur where the body curves. This figure
has little shaping at the center front, but much more at the side of the
hip. This will vary with the individual. Follow the same general procedure
for other types and sizes of pleats.
Yokes at the hipline may also provide shaping for the straight skirt.
The yoke at the hipline is draped following the same procedure as the
bodice yokes. First establish the yoke line with the design cord. Drape
the skirt, pinning to the yoke seamline. Mark the yoke seamline with pencil.
Drape the yoke, keeping the straight of grain perpendicular to the floor.
Pin at the waistline, slashing wherever necessary to form a curve. The
finished, yoked skirt should fit smoothly over the figure.
Pockets often are a form of hipline yoke. Again use the design cord
to establish the yoke-pocket line. The curved line will be the outside edge
of the pocket and the square line will be the inside edge of the pocket.
Place the skirt muslin oh the dress form and pin at center front and side seam.
The skirt can stand out slightly at the pocket edge for design interest«
Shape the pocket edge at the design cord with pencil or thread trace. The
yoke will extend down to the square inside pocket edge.line. Again, shape
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the yoke at the waistline and side so it fits smoothly over the figure.
Slash to the seamline where needed to free the fabric to lie flat. Pin and
mark the seamlines. The last piece to fit into the pocket puzzle is the
facing. This should be draped over the skirt piece so it will have the
same shape as the skirt. The inside pocket edges follow the square design
cord. Follow good construction techniques when preparing the pocket and it
will be a smart design detail.
Dirndl skirts are also cut on the straight of the grain. To make a
dirndl skirt, simply decide on the amount of fullness desired and gather the
top edge to fit the waist. The skirt will have added fullness therefore we
may term the gathers - added fullness gathers.
The completed skirt of any of these variations should fit easily over
the hips for comfort and should be flattering to the figure.
Assignment:
Drape half of the front and half of
Baste the darts and the side seam. The
the darts in the bodice draped for Unit
following one of the design sketches in
indicated. No waistband is necessary.
GROUP A

GROUP B

the back of a basic skirt (Group A ) .
darts should be placed so they match
1. Also drape one skirt front
Group B. Baste in any seams or gathers

UNIT 8.

STRAIGHT SKIRTS

FDC 241
Name
SELF-EVALUATION

5
4
3
2
1

=
=
=
=

Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor
Unacceptable

____ _1.

'
BASIC SKIRT

Fabric was cut large enough to allow for hem and generous seams.

_2.

Center front is on the straight of grain.

_3.

Crosswise grain is parallel to the floor at hipline all around skirt.

j4.

The skirt has enough ease so that the body can move inside it.

_5.

Darts at the waistline are well placed in relationship to the bodice
darts. . .

_6.

Darts provide a nice fit around the waistline..

_7.

Side seam is straight and centered on the body.

8.

Side seam follows the curve of the body at hipline.

_9.

The skirt is even at the bottom hemline.

_10.

The hemline is on the crosswise grain.

_11.

Seamlines are accurately marked and trued.

_i2.

Seam allowances are 1/2 inch.

JL3*

Hand basting is accurate and secure.
; VARIATIONS ON THE STRAIGHT SKIRT

_1.

Fabric was cut large enough to allow for the variation.

_ 2.

The variation was draped accurately following the design sketch.

__3.

The grainline runs perpendicular to the floor.

_4.
5.

The skirt is even at the bottom hemline.
Hemline is on the crosswise grain.

j6.

Seamlines are accurately marked and trued.

_7.

Seam allowances are 1/2 inch.

_8.. Skirt is symmetrical.
_9.

Basting is accurate and secure

UNIT 9.

FLARE SKIRTS

Flare, skirts are probably most easily recognized by the silhouette we
see. In fact the name implies the silhouette. As we look more closely at
the flare skirt we can find some other basic differences. The crosswise
grain at the hipline on a flare skirt cannot be parallel to the floor.
If the center front is cut on the straight, the crosswise grain will appear
to droop off the side. Another difference is that the waistline can
fit smoothly without darts, gathers, of pleats.
To make a two gore A-line skirt we will need a piece of fabric of suffi
cient size to do the job. Measure the length of the figure and add 5 or 6 inches. Also add at least 8 inches to the crosswise measurement, depending
upon the fullness desires. More fabric is usually required than one would
estimate at first guess.
Fold fabric in half and pin at center front, leaving several inches of
fabric above the waistline. This time we will begin smoothing the fabric over
the dress form at the waistline rather than at the hipline. Slash to the
seamline when necessary to release the fabric so it will fall smoothly. Con
tinue smoothing fabric over the side seam so it falls smoothly over the hip.
Form a tuck at the bottom with the excess fabric. This tuck controls the
amount of flare. By keeping it even all around the bottom, equal amounts of
flare will be formed all around the skirt. Mark the side seamline with pencil
or thread trace. If the skirt is longer than the dress form it must be removed
to.true the remainder of the side seam.
Drape the back in the same manner. For an evenly flared skirt, pin in a
flare tuck which is the same size as the tuck in the front. If the figure
is much fuller in the back than in the front, it would be wise to drape the
back first and then drape the front with an equal flare. An equal flare will
keep the grainline balanced between front and back and the side seamline will
fall straight rather than slanting to the front or back. Be sure the flare
tuck is pinned at the same length down from the waistline. As you pin in more
flare you will have to adjust the waistline seam, since it will take on more
of a curve. When the flare is correct, pin and mark the side seamline.
Many times flared skirts are made with multiple gores. To drape a six
gore skirt, begin with the center panel, or gore, pinning to cOuter front.
Either fold the fabric and drape it double, or drape half.and duplicate the
other half. A six gore skirt would be computable with the princess line
bodice, having three gores in front and three in back. For an even flare, pin
in equal size tucks in each gore. Remove to true the seamline, and cut even
seam allowances. Drape the side panel with the grainline running down the
center of the panel for an even flare. Slash to the Waistline seam. Pin a.
tuck in the bottom to create equal flare. Pin and mark the seamlines.
The direction o f .the grainline will determine the amount of flare at the
seamline. When the center front of this four gore skirt is cut on the straight
of grain, the skirt falls flat at the tummy and flares out to the side.
Contrast this to the skirt with the side seams cut on the staight of grain.

The sides fall flatter and folds form at the front and back where we have a
bias grain. When each gore is cut with the straight of grain in the center
of the gore, the flare falls evenly all around to produce a pleasing design
such as we see here.
Assignment:
Drape half the front and half the back of one of the following sketches.
Baste the side seam. No waistband is necessary. Make the flare even all
around. Designate which design sketch was followed. All sketches show the
front view.

When your work is completed, score the items on the self-evaluation sheet.
If you have satisfactorily accomplished all items ask for the instructor's
evaluation before going on to the next unit.
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Unit 9.

FLARED SKIRTS

FDC 241
Name

______•

SELF-EVALUATION
5
4
3
2
1

=
=
=
-

Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor
Unacceptable
Fabric was cut large enough to allow for. the full width of flare and
curved waistline.
2.

Skirt is draped following the design sketch.

_____ 3.

Skirt fits smoothly at waistline without a dart.

-..

4.

Seamallowance is clipped

5.

Skirt has sufficient ease at waistline and hip area..

- 6.
_____ 7.

at waistline to facilitatesmooth fit.

Front and back side seams are balanced.
Flare was controlled by a tuck pinned in at the bottom of the skirt.

8., Hem is at the desired length and parallel to the floor.
9.
___ .10.
11.

.

Seamlines are accurately marked and trued.
Seam allowances are 1/2 inch.
Hand basting is accurate and secure.
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UNIT 10.

SHIFT DRESS

. The shift dress is one in which the skirt and bodice are cut in one piece.
Loose shaping may be achieved in a variety of ways, such as darts, gathers,
yokes and seamlines. The A-line shift has a long dart running from bust to
hipline. .
To
begin draping an
A-line shift, cut a piece of fabric thedesired length
of the garment plus 5 or
6 inches to allow for shaping. Measurethe width
at the widest part of the figure and add sufficient excess to accommodate the
flare.
Begin draping at
the center front since there is no seamor shaping
there.
Pin, slashing at
the neckline to release the fabric. Smooth over the
shoulder and armhole. Pin c o mers and draw in the seamlines with a pencil.
Pin a tuck in the skirt to determine the amount of flare desired. Then pin
at the side seam coming up from the bottom. A wrinkle will form at the waist
line. Pin this in, forming a dart which runs from the bustline down to the
side hip, continuing out beyond the seamline.
It will be easiest to pin the
dart on the outside and then transfer the markings to the inside. When work
ing iii fashion fabric use a thread trace. For practice problems the pencil
marks can be transferred with a tracing wheel. Pressing the dart down, mark
the side seamline. Remove from the dress form and true the seamline. The
large dart formed will have to be clipped to release the fabric so it will
lie smoothly. If it is very wide, trim to remove bulk.
To drape.the back of the A-line shift, begin at the center back. Center
back will have a seam to accommodate a zipper. The zipper must extend down
to the hipline in order to get in and out of the dress easily. Slash again
at the neckline. Pin the shoulder and underarm. Mark the seamlines. Make
a tuck to establish flare at the bottom of the skirt. Pin the side seam
allowing sufficient ease over the hipline. Again mark the seamline. Pin
in a dart along the princess line to give shape to the back. Sometimes the
center back seamline is also used to,give shape to the back. Allow plenty of
ease, so the shift will not cling to the body. Again the dart is pinned on
the outside and transferred when it is off the dress form. This A-line shift
is loose fitting with a slight flare. There.is some shaping through the waist
line and bust area. Mark the desired length with pins measuring up from the
bottom and cut off the excess fabric at the bottom leaving a sufficient hem.
Other styles of shifts may be draped following the same procedures that
were used for draping a bodice, but usually with more ease, especially at the
waistline. Be.sure to allow plenty of fabric for a flare if there is to be one.
The side panel of this princess line shift will be draped with the straight
of grain at the center of the panel. A tuck for flare must be pinneci in before
the seamlines are marked.
A tent shift can be designed right on the dress form, such as this striped
sundress. The amount of flare needed for a particular look or silhouette
can be determined as the fashion fabric takes shape on the figure. The stripes
can become an integral part of the design by following the strips to form the
neckline and armhole.. Imagination combined with the skill of draping on the
dress form can produce some exciting fashion creations.

Assignment:
Drape the complete front and back, of one of the following designs.
Indicate details in pencil. No facings are necessary.

TENT SHIFT

PRINCESS SHIFT

When your work is completed, score the items on the self-evaluation sheet.
If you have satisfactorily accomplished all items ask for the instructor's
evaluation. Good work! You have finished the practice problems. Now you
are ready for the final evaluation.

Unit 10.. SHIFT DRESS .

FDC 241
Name

SELF-?EVALUATION

5
4
3
2
1

=
=
=
=
=

Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor
Unacceptable
1.

Fabric was cut large enough to allow for the full length and width
of the shift dress.

2.

Center front is on the straight of grain.

_____ 3.

Slashes were made in the seam allowance of neck to provide a smooth
fit if a high neckline was chosen.

_____ 4.

Shaping darts or seamlines are smooth and free from wrinkles and
puckers.

. 5,.

Tucks were used in the skirt while draping to provide an even flare,
if a design with a flare skirt was chosen.

...6 .

Dress has sufficient.ease to allow for movement and provide a pleasing
line according to the design chosen.

_____ 7.
, , 8.

_____ 9.

Dress is symmetrical according to the design.
Design sketch was accurately interpreted regarding darts, seamlines,
flare and ease,
All seamlines are accurately marked and trued.

10.

All seam allowances are 1/2 inch.

11.

Dress was accurately and securely basted together to produce a
complete garment.

APPENDIX B

TEACHER'S MANUAL, DRAPING ON THE DRESS FORM
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DRAPING ON THE DRESS FORM '

TO THE TEACHER

Purposes

'

,

Draping on the Dress Form is a set of ten individualized in
structional units using the media of video tape cassettes developed to
guide the student through various aspects of designing and patternmaking
by the draping method.

The media was developed with three purposes

in minds
1. to meet the needs of students with a wide variety of backgrounds
and experiences allowing them to work at their own pace, re
viewing demonstrations as needed,
2= to provide a consistent and thorough source of information and
eliminate the need for repeated set-ups, and
3= to provide an opportunity for more flexible use of faculty and
. the laboratory facility.

Performance levels

r

The units were developed for the community college student who
has knowledge of and has had previous experience with clothing con
struction techniques and procedures.

An acquaintance with flat-pattern

methods of patternmaking will also be helpful to the student.

Instructional Approach:
Students will view the video tape cassette for each unit and
then practice the draping procedures and techniques demonstrated on half
scale dress forms provided in the laboratory.

The. teacher will act as a
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consultant to the students who will work on an individual basis at their
own pace.

Students should be encouraged to view the tapes as often as

necessary and also to ask the instructor for aid whenever necessary to
clarify any procedures or techniques they find difficult.

The teacher

may wish to suggest to students that they try to accomplish one unit per
three hour class period in order to keep from lagging too far behind;
howevery it is intended that students.accomplish each unit accurately
before going on to the next unit.

Therefore, it would be expected that

the differences in abilities of students would show up in the amount of
tine they spend on each unit.

Sane students may wish to spend extra

time outside of class working on this project.
The teacher should be familiar with the operation of the video
tape equipment and on hand to assist the students if there is no other
attendant.

Evaluation:
Students will evaluate their own work using the self-evaluation
sheet at the end of each unit.
should be available.

Additional copies of these sheets

It is hoped that by evaluating his or her own

work the student will become more aware of the importance of accuracy
and of the engineering principles involved in the manipulation of the
fabric for each component of dress design.

The teacher should also

evaluate the practice garment, preferably while it is still pinned to
the half-scale dress form so it can be evaluated for fit.
. The accompanying pre-posttest was originally intended to be used
as a measure of learning that has taken place in order to evaluate the
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instructional media„

it may be subsequently used to measure the learn

ing of individual students and as a means of ranking students0

Suggested Follow-up Learning Experiences;
In order to satisfy several different motives and economic
situations which students may have, it is recommended that each student
make a contract.

For the student who wishes to have a personal dress

form and is primarily interested in designing and patternmaking for her
self, it is suggested that she accurately fit and construct a canvas
jacket for her own personal dress form and drape one full-scale garment
to fit using fashion fabric and good construction techniques.

For the

student who does not desire a personal dress form, it Is suggested that
he or she drape two half-scale garments using fashion fabric and good
construction techniques.

Draping garments in fashion fabric and in a

variety of designs for today's styles will give the student an oppor
tunity to apply and reinforce the principles learned in the ten units.

References;
Bancroft, Vivian Starck, It's So, Sew Easy,
Minneapolis, Minnesota, 1970.
Hollen, Norma R,
Edition.

Second Edition,

Pattern Making by the Flat Pattern Method,
Burgess, Minneapolis, Minnesota. 1975.

Jaffe, Hilde; Relis, Nurie. Draping for Fashion Design.
Reston, Virginia, 1973.
Perry, Patricia, (ed.)
York. 1970.
Reich, Naomi.

The Vogue Sewing Book,

Draping workbook.

Burgess,

Fourth

Reston.

Vogue Patterns,

New

Pennsylvania State University.

Shelden, Gene. Design Through Draping.
Minneapolis, Minnesota. 1967.

Second Edition,

Burgess,

1974.
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Learning Objectives;
Overall learning objectives are listed in the student section of
the manual=

The following are specific objectives for new techniques

and procedures learned in each unit.

UNIT 1. BODICE DARTS
The student will be able to:
1.

recognize grainline of fabric,

2.

straighten fabric so crosswise and lengthwise grain are at perfect
right angles to each otherf

3.

cut the fabric large enough to drape the simple bodice front or
back with one or two darts,

4.

pin muslin along center front using lengthwise grain of fabric, if
no dart is located on Center front seam,

5o

make adequate slashes at neckline and waistline to prevent buckling
and wrinkling?

6.

pin in ease tucks at the side of the bust to allow for ease in the
garment,,
,

7.

understand the need for ease, individual preferences and variation
in styles of garments,

8-

pin the muslin to the dress form at the seamline along the side of
the garment having no darts, keeping the grainline in the best
position,

9.

understand that the desired position for grainline is usually per
pendicular to the floor so that the garment will hang nicely on
the body,

10.

understand that darts are a means to control the fit of the garment
over a curve,

11,

understand that darts may originate from any seam as long as they
point toward the fullest part of the bulge or curve,

12o

understand that darts may be divided or combined in many ways to
correspond to the two-dimensional design or sketch.
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13V

analyze tiie two-dimensional design (sketch) to determine placement
of the darts,

14o

place the fold of the dart in the correct direction, i.e., waist
line and shoulder darts toward the center, bustline dart down,

15.

pin dart in muslin ending dart in correct location in respect to
bust point or the curve of the back,

16.

slip-baste dart accurately from the right side so that it is free
to flop back and forth on the wrong side of the garment and is se
cure without knots,

17.
V

mark seamlines accurately with pencil following shape of dress
form,

18.

true seamlines by marking smooth, even lines, removing bodice from
the dress form if necessary,

19.

cut 1/2 inch seam allowance all around,

20.

understand that there may be variations in the width of seam
allowances, depending upon the particular garment, fabric, and the
possible need for alteration.

UNIT 2. PRINCESS BODICE
The student will be able to:
1.

understand the principle of fitting a curve by placing a seamline
over the fullest part of the curve, or near the fullest part of
the curve if fabric is supple enough to take up the remainder of
the fitting in an ease,

2.

envision the varieties of seamlines possible using this method to
control fullness by using a design cord to determine placement of
the seamline,

3.

recognize that front and back seams should meet at the shoulder, or
in the case of an armscye seam they are at the same level on the
form, in order to create a pleasing relationship between front and
back,

4.

cut fabric in sufficient size needed to drape the center front
panel and the side panel,

5.

provide for seme ease in all sections of the princess line bodice
so the garment will fit comfortably over the body.
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So

pin the center panel to the dress form first and mark the seamlines
as established by the design cord,

7«

pin the fabric for the side panel on the dress form so that the
grainline is running perpendicular to the floor,

8 =

accurately mark the seamlines on the side panel following the de
sign cord,

9o

accurately mark the notches for matching princess seamlines by
pencil, one above and one below the full part of the bust,

10o

understand that notches are necessary in order to match seamlines
accurately when the seamline is curved or cut on the bias,

11.

accurately duplicate the side panel by a tracing wheel and carbon
paper,

12.

recognize that a garment creates a pleasing illusion on the figure
when both sides are symmetrical even if the figure is not perfectly
symmetrical,

13.

accurately and securely slip-baste the princess seamline from the
Outside to insure an accurate fit.

UNIT 3 . NECKLINES, FRONT OPENINGS AND FACINGS
The student will be able to:
1.

analyze the two-dimemsional sketch to determine where on the dress
form the neckline will be placed,

2.

indicate the neckline by the design cord,

3.

place the design cord in various positions in order to envision
the varieties of necklines which would be possible to create and
would be pleasing to the figure,

4.

recognize that the neckline itself or neckline plus opening must be
large enough to pass over the head,

5.

analyze the two-dimensional sketch to determine where on the dress
form the front opening will be placed,

6=

recognize that a center front opening must have an extension to
allow for fasteners,

7.

recognize that the extension must extend at least the diameter of
one button beyond center front.
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8o

accurately drape an extension for a front opening with buttonsf

9 o

place buttons and buttonholes appropriately on the front opening,
preferably Centering one button at the full bustline,

10o

recognize that if the garment is double-breasted the extension must
extend beyond the button placement on both right and left sides,

11 o

understand that the extension will not fit well without shaping if
it extends beyond the bust point, .

12o

understand that if a surplice opening is made, it must be stayed to
prevent stretching,

13.

drape facings for neckline and front opening that are wide enough
to support buttons and buttonholes in center front and are approx
imately 2 to 2 1/2 inches wide on full-scale or 1 to 1 1/2 inches
wide on half-scale at the neckline,

14.

understand that when a scoop neckline is designed with a narrow
shoulder seam the facing may be draped to face both neckline and
armhole.

UNIT 4 .

YOKES AND G&fflERS

The student will be able to:
1. -distinguish between a design seam and a dart= equivalent seam by
recognizing that a design seam does not pass over the fullest part
of the body curve, whereas a dart-equivalent seam does,
2.

envision the varieties of yoke lines possible by placing the design
cord in various positions,

3.

recognize pleasing relationships between front and back yoke lines,
keeping in mind the view from the side or amscye,

4.

recognize that a yoke of some kind Is necessary if bust shaping is
achieved by gathers at the front shoulder line because a sleeve
will not fit well nor look good if the gathers fall from the top of
the shoulder,

5.

recognize that the typical classic shirt yoke is cut with the
center back on the crosswise grain,

6.

create a design line or yoke line in a pleasing relationship to the
figure using a design cord to establish the line, following the
sketch design.

V
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7.,

establish seamlines and seam allowances on yoke, folding under the
seam allowances where yoke will overlap the bodice,

8=

recognize that shaping over the body curve can be achieved by
gathers in the bodice area,

9.

drape the remaining part of the bodice establishing fullness for
gathering according to design line,

10 o

create gathers by using needle and thread to stitch and drawing up
the stitches to fit where needed, securing with a figure 8 around a

Pin,
11.

accurately mark fitting notches on yoke and bodice piece with a
pencil,

12.

true in gathered seam between notches when bodice is taken off the
dress form,

13.

recognize that gathers may be a dart-equivalent or added fullness ’
at the designer’s discretion,

14.

recognize that a midriff is a form of yoke,

15.

recognize that a midriff is fitted by the seamlines,

16.

recognize that the seam allowances tin the midriff must be slashed
, in order to fit at the waistline,

17.

allow sufficient ease in yokes to allow for the bulk of gathers,
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allow sufficient ease in bodice and yokes for movement of the body,

19.

appreciate how the qualities Of the fabric affect the interpreta
tion of the design as it is shaped on the dress form,

20.

appreciate how the relationship of the figure to the design affects
the interpretation of the design as it is shaped on the dress form.

UNIT 5. COWL NECKLINES
The student will be able to:
1.

envision the varieties of cowl draperies that are possible,

2.

recognize the hand of fabric necessary to drape a cowl,

3.

understand that the fabric used for draping a cowl must have the
same or similar draping quality on both the lengthwise and cross
wise grain.
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4o
5=

So

cut fabric so that the fold will be placed on the bias,
cut fabric allowing sufficient length at neckline to allow for the
cowl folds.
understand that a front only or back only cowl with a shoulder seam
will probably riot need a stay,

7,

understand that a fitted bodice or yoke is necessary to stay the
cowl if the folds extend over the shoulder,

8,

manipulate fabric to form the desired depth of cowl indicated by
the two-dimensional sketch,

9=
. ‘

experiment draping various depths of cowls to get a feel for the
varieties possible,

10.

establish seamlines with a thread trace and true evenly.

UNIT 6. S H M L COLLAR
The student will be able to:
1.

cut the fabric with sufficient width and length to allow for an ex
tension for front opening and for the width and length of the
collar,

2.

understand that a shawl collar is always used on a garment with a
front opening,

3.

understand that a shawl collar is cut so that the under collar is
an extension of the bodice front and the upper collar is an exten
sion of the front facing,

4.

drape bodice front, establishing center front and extension,

5.

accurately cut a diagonal slash at neckline and shoulder point to
free fabric which will be used for the collar.

So

fold back collar fabric, forming the proper stand and shape desired
for the shawl collar according to the two-dimensional sketch,

7.

create a variety of shapes and stands by manipulation of the collar
fabric,

8.

understand that the width of the full roll collar is limited to
double the height of the Stand that is comfortable to the wearer,

9.

form a; fish dart in the correct position.
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10o

understand the effect on the roll of the collar made by the fish
dart,

11 o

understand the relationship between the grainline at center back of
the collar and collar roll,

12 o

establish seamlines with a thread trace and true evenly,

13.o

establish collar edge with a thread trace and true evenly,

14.

duplicate pieces using thread tacks where symmetry is needed,

UNIT 7 o RftGLM AND KIMONO SLEEVES
The student will be able to:
1,

recognize that an arm extension is necessary in order to drape the
raglan or kimono sleeve accurately,

2o

fashion an arm cone from stiff paper by rolling the paper in the
shape of a cone the approximate size of an arm on the dress form,

3,

shape the cone to fit the shoulder by cutting slashes in the edge
beginning with deep slashes about 1 1/2 inches at the underarm
and graduating to about 1/2 inch at the shoulder position, spacing
slashes every 1/2 inch,

4,

visualize the shape of the garment when the kimono sleeve is draped
placing the straight of grain at the shoulder without a shoulder
seam, noting the bunching that occurs under the arm,

5o

visualize the shape of the garment when the kimono sleeve is draped
placing a shoulder seam on a slant creating a bias on the sleeve
area, .

6o

drape the underarm section Of the sleeve, distinguishing between
the lower underarm shape which doesn't need a gusset and the higher
underarm shape which requires a gusset in order to allow for move
ment of the arm,

7,

drape the entire kimono sleeve achieving the desired design look
that matches the two-dimensional drawing,
■

8 , distinguish between a kimono sleeve and a raglan sleeve by observ
ing that the raglan sleeve must have a seam entering the armscye
so that the sleeve below the quarter point may be shaped like the
set-in sleeve.
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9 c,

10,

11,

analyze the two-dimensional design appropriately so that the stu
dent can place the design cord on the dress form creating the de
sired design line,
place a fitting dart in the shoulder area where necessary on the
raglan sleever
visualize the variety of design lines that are possible to achieve
with the raglan sleeve by placing the design cord in various posi' tions.

UNIT 8, STRAIGHT SKIRTS
The student will be able to:
1,

differentiate between a flare skirt and a skirt cut on the straight
of grain by the direction of the grain of the fabric at the hipline,

2,

recognize that the basic skirt, pleated skirts, dirndl skirts, and
some yoked skirts are all cut on the straight of grain,

3,

cut a piece of fabric the desired length of skirt plus enough extra
to allow for a hem and waistline seam and wide enough to fit over
the fullest part of the hips plus generous seamlines,

4,

place the center of fabric, straight of grain on center front pin
ning at center front and hipline so that half of the skirt will be
draped keeping the crosswise grain parallel to the floor at the
hipline,

5,

drape with enough ease so the body can move inside the skirt,

6,

form darts at the waistline to provide shaping by pinning in excess
fabric,

7,

place skirt darts in a compatible relationship with the bodice
darts,

8,

cut bottom of the skirt at the desired length parallel to the
floor,

9,

drape a variation of the skirt cut on the straight of grain, keep
ing the crosswise grain parallel to the floor at the hipline and
shaping the hip by use of tucks, gathers, darts, or seamlines.
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UNIT 9 . E L M E SKIRTS
The student will be able to:
lo

differentiate between a flare skirt and a skirt cut on the straight
of grain by the direction of the grain of the fabric at the hip
line,

2.

recognize that the flare skirt has no darts, but is instead fitted
by the seamlines,

3o

recognize that the silhouette of the flare is affected by the di
rection of the grainline,

4o

cut a piece of fabric the desired length of skirt plus enough to
extend 5 or
inches beyond waistline to accommodate flare and wide
enough to fit over the fullest part of the hips plus extra width to
be sufficient width at the bottom,

5=

place the fabric on the dress form with the straight of the grain
in the desired position to obtain the silhouette called for from
the design sketch,

6o

6

drape the A-line flare skirt by placing the center of fabric,
straight of grain on center front,

7«

drape the six gore skirt by placing the folded fabric on center
front and draping the center panel in the folded position.

So

drape the four gore Skirt in the same manner as the A-line flare,
except with a seamline at center front,

9.

drape a flare skirt by pinning at center front smoothing fabric to
fit at waistline without dart, clipping at waistline seam to free
fabric to fall smoothly, smoothing fabric at side seam shaping to
fit with ease over the hipline and forming a tuck with the excess
fabric at the bottom of the skirt,

10o

drape the skirt back following the same general procedure as the
skirt front making a tuck of the same size at the skirt bottom and
checking to be sure that the same amount of flare is added at the
skirt back as at the skirt front, so that it is on the same bias
(balanced) at the seamline.
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UNIT 10, SHIFT DRESS
The student will be able, to;
1,

recognize that a shift dress is a dress in which the skirt and
bodice are all cut in one piece with no shaping or only slight
shaping done at the waistline by means of vertical seamlines or
darts,

2,

cut a piece of fabric the desired length of dress plus enough for
hem and an additional 5 or 6 inches to allow for shaping and wide
enough to extend over the fullest part of the body (bust or hip)
plus flare or ease desired,

3,

place fabric on dress form, straight of grain on center front, in
order to drape half of the shift dress front, slashing at neckline
to fit smoothly,

4,

recognize that a long diagonal dart is sometimes used to shape the
shift through the bust and waistline areas extending into the hip
area, giving an A-line shift variation,

5,

form fitting darts and/or seamlines in shift front according to the
design sketch allowing for an easy comfortable fit,

6,

form tucks in the shift skirt if a flare is introduced to allow for
a well balanced even flare in all skirt sections, as was done when
draping the flare skirt.

7,

drape back, matching seamlines where necessary and attaining a bal
anced flare in the skirt if a flare design is chosen,

8,

accurately siip-baste dress pieces together to produce a complete
garment.

APPENDIX C

EVALUATION MEASURES
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COURSE EVALUATION FOR FASHION DESIGN II —
Please circle

AS
A
D
DS

-

SECTION ON DRAPING ON TEE DRESS FORM

strongly agree with the item
agree moderately .with the item
disagree moderately with the item
strongly disagree with the item

AS

A

D

DS

1. The time spent in this course was worthwhile,

AS

A

D

DS

2, I spent more time than usual complaining about this course to

AS

A

D

DS

3e The instructor spent too much time lecturing,

AS

A

D

DS

4. The instructor spent too little time aiding individual

AS

A

D

DS

5. My time was frequently wasted in.class.by having to wait for the
instructor*s assistance,

AS

A D .DS

6, I could move quickly from one learning unit to the next at my own. pace,

AS

A

D

7. The content of this course was appropriate to the aims and objectives
of the course,

AS

A

D

.DS . 8. The instructor was able to instill an interest and enthusiasm about
the material,

AS

A

D

DS

9, the instructor *s methods of evaluating me were

AS

A

D

DS

10, The instructor *s methods of evaluating me were

AS

A

D

DS

11, The instructor was concerned with whether or not the students learned
the material,

AS

A

D

DS

12, This.course was helpful, in developing new skills,

AS

A

D

DS

13, I performed up to my potential,

AS

A

D

DS

14, I learned more in this course than I expected to learn,

AS

A

D

DS

15, The course was too difficult for me,

AS

A

D

DS

16, I would take another course that

AS

A

D

DS

17, i would have preferred another method of teaching this course,

AS

A D

DS

18, The instructor did not synthesize, integrate, or summarize effectively,

AS

A

D

DS

19, I learn more when other teaching methods are used,

AS

A

D

DS

20, Seme things were not explained’very well,

AS

A

D

DS

21, The course was too easy for me,

AS

A

D

DS

DS

22,

was taughtthis

others,

students,

fair,
helpful to me,

way,

Demonstrations for each learning unit were well spaced with sufficient
time to f inish each practice problem.
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1

PRE-POSTTEST

EDO 241
Name

PART I,

MJLPTIELE CHOICE (50 pts.)

Choose the BEST option for each statement.
_____ 1. In order to assure the wearer of a comfortable fit, the draper
should (a. make the garment as smooth as possible over the dress
form, b. make an ease tuck at the shoulder, c. make an ease tuck
at the side of the bust, d. allow extra fabric at the center front).
_____

2o When

draping a bodice with darts, the first edge to be pinned
down will be the (a. shoulder, b. center front, c. edge with the
largest dart, d. the edge with no dart).

3 . Slip-^basting is done from the (a. wrong side, b. right side).
_____ 4. When determining an exact placement of a seam, the draper
(a. draws an experimental line on the muslin with a pencil,
b. places a design cord on the dress form, c. cuts the muslin
where it seems right).
____ 5 . A garment is usually most pleasing to the eye when (a. both
sides have been draped on the dress form, b. one side is draped.
:and the other duplicated)o
6 . When draping a princess style bodice the (a. center panel,
b. side panel) is draped first.
_____ 7. On the princess seamline of the bodice, notches (a. are always
placed on the fullest part of the bust, b. are marked with a
thread trace across center and side pieces, c. are not necessary
as they are when making a bodice with a flat pattern).
8 . slashes through the seam allowance to the seamline are frequent
ly necessary at the (a. center front, b. neckline, c. armscye,
d. neckline and waistline).
9 . Facings down the center front are (a. 3 inches wide in full size,
b. wide enough to extend 1/4 inch beyond the buttonhole, o. wide
enough to support the buttons and buttonholes).
10^ If a garment is double-breasted, the facing must extend
(a. 3 inches wide in full size, b. beyond both rows of buttons,
c. only under the buttons and buttonholes on the edge in order
to keep bulk at a minimum).
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11 o When making gathers while draping, the best procedure is to
(a. pin in fullness on dress f orm/ b. gather with a basting
thready securing both ends on a pinr c„ gather with the design
cord),
_1 2 o On tiie average figure the side seams of a midriff yoke will be
the (a, slight bias, b„ straight of grain, c 0 true bias) of the
fabric.
_J.3. Cowl necklines require a stay underneath if the folds (a. extend
over the shoulder, b. curve especially low, c. are on the bias).
_14. Cowl necklines made from a woven fabric are cut (a. from a
separate piece of fabric, b. on the straight grain, c„ on the
bias).
_J.5o A shawl collar with a full roll at the back of the neck will be
cut on the (a. straight of grain, b. bias) at the center back
seam of the collar.
_16o A fish dart is made on the bodice near the roll line in order
to (a. make the collar lie flat, b. give the neck edge an even
roll, c. make the collar stand up in the back).
17. The outside edge of the shawl collar may be very wide or very
narrow at the center back if the collar is a (a. full roll
collar, b. partial roll collar, c. flat collar).
_18. Before draping the collar section of the bodice with a shawl
collar it is necessary to (a. draw the outline of the collar,
b. slash the shoulder neck corner very carefully, c. determine
i the roll of the collar).
19. The angle of the arm cone is established by (a. slashes in the
cone at the wide end, b. taping correctly to the dress form,
c. folding the paper a special way).
20. The kimono sleeve may need a gusset if (a. it extends straight
out from the shoulder, b. the underarm seam is positioned high,
c. it is cut separately from the bodice).
_21. If a skirt has fitting darts at the waistline, the grainline at
the hipline should be (a. on the crosswise grain, b. slanting
down at the side Seam, c. slanting down at the center front
seam).
_22. When draping a straight skirt, after pinning the center front,
the second step would be pinning the fabric at the (a. waist
line, b„ hipline).
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.23= When draping the flare skirt, in order to make the fabric lie
smoothly across the hipline and tummy, it will be necessary to
(a= slash the seam allowance down to the waistline, b= take ease
tucks along the hipline, d= slash the seam allowances at the
side seam)0
.24= The flare of a skirt is kept even and balanced by (a= using a
yardstick, b= using a flare tuck, c. using a dart at the waist
line, d= measuring the width four inches below the hipline)0
.25= When draping an A-line shift, shaping will be done by means of
(a= a long diagonal dart running from the side seam to the bust,
b= dart-equivalent seamlines, c= dart-equivalent gathers).

PART II

(25 pts.)

List the advantages and disadvantages of patternmaking by the draping
method versus the flat“pattern method in regard to:
1= design line

2= fit

3= ease

(fitting ease)

4= difficulty

5= economy

PART III

(75 pts=)

Directions:
Choose one of the four designs. Analyze the design carefully = Using
muslin, drape the complete garment, front and back. You may pin the
muslin to dress form - no need to baste. You may mark in pencil
(simply cross out marks if they are an error=) Cut neckline and
armhole edges on seamline to give finished effect. No facings or hems
are necessary= You may duplicate with a tracing wheel and carbon if
necessary. Make a written note of the types of facings you would use.
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EVALUATION CRITERIA FOR ERE-POSTTEST

Key to Part I

(50 pts„)

2 points each item
1. c

14>

c

2. d

15-

b

3- b

16-

b

4- b

17.

c

5. b

18.

b

6. a

19-

a

7- b

20.

b

8. d

21.

a

9. c

22.

b

10. b

23.

c

11. b

24.

b

12. a

25.

a

13. a

Part II. (25 pts.)
Points
5

Design line:

Draping allows designer to visualize the garment
on the three-dimensional form as the design pro
gresses.
It is possible to visualize the illusion created
by the design in relation to the shape of the
human form more easily when the design is in
actual three-dimensional size.
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Evaluation Criteria for Pre-posttest,, continued
Part II., continued
Points
5

Fit:

5

Ease:

Ease is built-in to the flat-pattern sloper. Ease
must be established with each garment when draping.

5

Difficulty;

Flat and roll collars and set-in sleeves are more
easily worked in flat-pattern methods. Shawl
collars and cowl necklines are more easily worked
in the draping method. Pattern edges must be
trued for each design in the draping method and
armhole curve is difficult to establish in the
draping method.

5

Economy:

A dress form is expensive. More fabric may be
required for draping since an economical layout is
more difficult.

Part III.

. It is possible to obtain a perfect fit every time
with the draping method, whereas a small amount of
guesswork is involved in the flat-pattern method.

(75 pts.)

Points
10 1. Garment follows design sketch.
10

2, Sufficient ease is evident in garment.

10

3. Garment fits dress form following curves in manner indicated on
design.

5

4= Garment looks symmetrical.

5

5. One side of the garment was draped, the other duplicated with
tracing wheel and carbon paper or thread tacks.

10

6. Straight of grain is in center front and center back.

10

7. Seamlines are accurately located at side, shoulder, princess
line, center front, etc.

5

8. Correct draping procedures were used.

5

9. A design cord was used to establish design lines.

5 10. Darts are placed correctly to provide shaping.

APPENDIX D

DATA FOR STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
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BPM SQ3RES

OF PRE-POSTTEST SPRING 1978
ADD STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Student

Pretest

1

Posttest

71

141

2 -

; 35

135

3 .

■ 83

:

' 132

4

12

5

55

122

31

117

33

115

54

111

6
7

.
;

8

Sx=374 :\
Sx=21290
mean
group variances

x=46,8
543.6

t^value = 7.69
p = 5.405 for df=7 at .001 level for two-tailed test

122 .

.

2x=995

Sx=124533
x=124=4
111.4
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COMPARISON OF POSTTESTS
RAW SCORES AND PERCENTAGES

POSTTEST SPRING 1977
Student Part 1(50 pts) Part Il(25 pts)
Raw Score %
Raw Score
%
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Mean

.

40
40
44
36
40
34
34
28
28

80.0
80.0
88.0
72.0
80.0
68.0
68.0
56.0
56.0

36

24
23
23
25
22
25
22
25
20

96.0
92.0
92.0
100.0
88.0
100.0
88.0
100.0
80.0

23.2

Part 111(75 pts)
Raw Score %
72
67
63
68
65
65
65
67
67

96.0
89.0
84.0
90.6
86.6
86.6
86.6
89.3
89.3

66.5

Total(150 pts)
Raw Score %

136
130
130
129
127
124
121
120
115

90.7
86.7
86.7
86.0
84.7
82.7
80.7
80.0
77.0

125.7

POSTTEST SPRING 1978
Student Part 1(50 pts) Part I I (25 pts)
Raw Score %
Raw Score
%
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Mean

48
42
44
42
36
40
40
32
40.5

96.0
84.0
88.0
84.0
72.0
80.0
80.0
64.0

23
21
13
.10
16
15
8
11
14.6

92.0
84.0
52.0
40.0
64.0
60,0
32.0
44.0

Part 111(75 pts) Total(150 pts)
Raw Score %
Raw Score %
70
72
75
70
70
62
67
66
69=0

93.3
96.0
100.0
93.3
93.3
82.7
89.3
88.0

141
135
132
122
122
117
115
111
124.4

94.0
90.0
88.0
81.0
81.0
78.0
77.0
74.0
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RESULTS OF COURSE EVALUATION FOR FASHION DESIGN II;

No. 1

Items Regarding the Methods of Instruction
Group 1„ Spring 1977
9 subjects
Item

Group 2= Spring 1978
8 subjects

VN

VP

P

N

2.

•. 4

2

2 .1 '

3.

7

2

0

4.

7

1

5.

6

6.

VP

P

N

VN

5

2

0

0

o

8

0

0

0

0

1

7

1

0

0

2

0

1

5

2

0

0

5

2

0

2

8

0

0

0

12.

6

2

1

0

8

0

0

0

16.

4

3

1

1

6

2

0

0

17,

4

2

3

0

6

2

0

0

19.

3

2

2

1

3

5

0 ."O'

20.

4

2

2

1

4

3

1

0

22.

2

0

5

2

' 7

1

0

0

67 18

1

0

TOTALS

52 20 16 10

■

_
' TOTALS

VP=very positive
Expositive
M=negative
VN=very negative
Responses to items 2 =, 3of 4 =, 5,f 17., 19., and 20. which were
stated negatively were inverted so all items could be put on the same
scale. See Course Evaluation for Fashion Design II, Appendix C„

RESULTS OF COURSE EVALUATION FOR FASHION DESIGN II;

No. 2

Items Regarding the Quality of Instruction,
Course Content, and the Instructor

VP

P

:N

1.

6

2

1

0

7.

6

3

0

0

8.

4

4

1

0

: 9.

6

2

1

P

Group 1„ Spring 1977
9 subjects

6

3

n.

7

13.

Group 2. Spring 1978
8 subjects
VP

P

N

VN

6

2

0

0

3

0

0

3

5

0

0

0

; 5

3

0

0

0

0

5

3

0

0

2

0

0

7

1

0

0

2

3

3

1

3

4

1

0

14.

4

2

3

0

5

3

0

0

18.

4

4

1

0

6

2

0

0

21.

2

0

5

2

3

5

0

0

47 25 14

4

48 31

1

0

Item

TOTALS

VN

;

5

TOTALS

VP^very positive
P=positive
E-negative
VN=very negative
Responses to items 18. and 21= which were stated negatively
were inverted so all items could be put on the same scale.
Course Evaluation for Fashion Design II, Appendix C.

See
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